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New space 
boosts 
diagnosis 
course 
For the first time in the history 
of the medical school tailor
made space is available for the 
teaching of skills which are key 
to the practice of medicine. 
Formerly known as Physical 
Diagnosis and now called In
troduction to Clinical Medicine, 
the course since September has 
been housed in remodelled 
space on the third floor Bradley. 
(The area was part of the 
radiology department before 
University Hospital and Clinics 
moved to new quarters last 
spring.) 

The new "Introduction to 
Clinical Medicine Learning and 
Resource Center" has been 
dedicated to professor of 
medicine J. L Sims, housestaff, 
'39-'42. The dedication recog
nized Dr. Sims' direction of the 
physical diagnosis teaching pro
gram for over 30 years. 

Assistant professor of 
medicine Jonathan L Elion, 
housestaff '75-'78, who became 
course director at the beginning 
of the academic year said, "All 
of this would have been impossi
ble without the fine groundwork 
laid by Dr. Sims. He had long re
quested such a center and now 
we are benefitting from his 
efforts." 

Continued on following page 

Top photo-
Introduction to Clinical Medicine students 
Christine Dudiak, MED II, left, and Diane 
Adamski, MEDII, right, with course director 
Dr. Jonathan L. Elion. 

Bottom photo -
Introduction to Clinical Medicine instructor :Jr. 
Ann Evers demonstrates an examination with 
MED II students John Kaiser (standing at · 
left) and Krishna Das Gupta (on examination 
table) . 
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Dr. Elion is obviously excited 
as he shows off the new space 
and describes the teaching tools 
it makes available to the course. 

Audio-visual Room 

On a tour of the floor his first 
stop is the audio-visual room, 
where students take medical 
histories from "simulated pa
tients." (These are UW acting 
students, interested patients, or 
other individuals trained to pre
sent the students with a variety 
of history problems.) The inter
views are videotaped and later 
reviewed by medical social 
workers and physians. 

"We really look more at the 
approach to the patient than the 
types of medical questions 
which are asked," Dr. Elion said. 
He explained that early in the se
cond year of medical school, the 
students have had insufficient 
background to be comprehen
sive in specific medical ques
tioning. However, he said, the 
way they work with patients and 
the types of interviewing skills 
they use can be evaluated. 

The resource center also in
cludes several examination 
rooms typical of a physician's 
office or outpatient clinic. The 
only new equipment is the 
ophthalmoscopes. The rest was 
scrounged during University . 
Hospitals' recent move: blood 
pressure cuffs, kick stools, 
sinks, chairs, examination tables 
and writing desks. 

"Dr. Sims had long requested such a center 
and now we are benefitting from his efforts." 

Dr. J. LeRoy Sims 

Trained teaching assistants 
are the "patients" for students' 
first pelvic and rectal exams. 
Previously a feature only of the 
Independent Study curriculum, 
the teaching assistants recently 
were added to the regular cur
riculum. 

"This is obviously a sensitive 
area to teach - one in which we 
really can't ask students to prac
tice on each other. With real 
patients the first such examina
tions are often embarassing for 
both students and patients. The 
teaching assistants for these ex
aminations have provided a solu
tion to this dilemma," Dr. Elion 
said. ~ 

The examination rooms 
also make it Q_Ossible to teach 
students the overall procedure 
for a complete physical exam
ination. 

"In the past students have 
learned to examine one area at a 
time. We found that when a stu
dent first tried to put these 
together into a total examination 
the patient was getting up, lying 
down, putting on the gown and 
taking it off, and generally being 
subject to a very disorganized 
encounter. Now that we have 
these facilities we have been bet
ter able to teach the general 
structure of the examination and 
approach to the patient so that 
a smooth, thorough examination 
results. 

Another advantage of having 
the examination rooms, Dr. 
Elion said, is that space is 

available in which students can 
practice. Previously, he said, 
students were tC''1 low on the 
totem pole to get clinical space 
for practice exams and "the 
kitchen table at home never was 
the right height." 

Library 
The tour of the center con

tinues on to the library, contain· 
ing videotapes, films, anatomic 
models, slide/tape presentations 
and, of course, books. 

"The Independent Study Pro
gram has amassed an enviable 
collection of videotapes and 
slides," Dr. Elion said. "These 
are now being merged into our 
library, as well." 

The center's demonstration 
room looks much like an 
ordinary classroom with an ex
amination table at the front. 
Here, real patients or students 
are used to demonstrate ex
aminations to groups of 10 to 12 
students at a time. 

"One of the most important 
considerations for this course is 
the faculty/student ratio," Dr. 
Elion said. "Obviously, one-on
one at the patient's bedside is 
best, because the student can 
see the physician in action." 
However, he notes that with the 
class size now at 160 students, 
this is cumbersome at best. 

"To introduce uniformity in 
instruction we are using 12 
'core' instructors for the entire 
class. Because we realize this 
does not provide a good 



faculty/student ratio, we have 
made arrangements so that each 
student can go over a patient's 
findings at a physician's side 
during the first semester. 

"To supplement this in the 
second semester we will be try
ing a new development, abot1t 
which I am tremendously ex
cited," Dr. Elion said. He calls it 
"selectives" or required elec
tives. 

"There are many physicians 
in Madison who enjoy having 
students. We are making 
arrangements so that a student 
can go with a physician on 
hospital rounds. 

"For example, a surgeon 
could take a student with him 
and help the student feel the 
bellies of all the patients on his 
service. Evaluating abdomens is 
an important part of what a 
surgeon does. 

"Belly Rounds" 
"The counterpart of these 

'belly rounds' would be 'murmur 
rounds' with a cardiologist. 

"Another type of rounds 
would be 'physical finding 
rounds.' This would be showing 
the student many hospitalized 
patients with interesting physical 
findings. This might include 
such things as an enlarged liver 
or a pneumonia. 

"These selectives are sort of 
afternoon preceptorships," Dr. 
Elion said. 

Dr. Elion has other selectives 
planned, as well. They include: 
an approach to death and dying; 
well-baby exams in the UW am
bulatory pediatrics department; 
nursing home visits; geriatric 
outreach; emergency rooms; 
alcohol and drug-related pro
blems; and others. All of the 
students will also be trained and 
certified in cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation. For those who are 
already certified, extra selectives 
will be made available. 

Another new development 
which Dr. Elion says makes him 
"shake with excitement" is a 
new system to teach cardiac and 

pulmonary auscultation. He 
describes listening to heart 
sounds "like listening to an or
chestra and having to pick out 
each instrument, one at a time." 

The previous system for 
teaching this subject, a wired 
stethophone hookup, is 
unavailable now because it is 
located in the heart of the old 
UW Hospital renovation. 

The new system, which will be 
used for the first time during the 
current semester is based 
around a set of wireless 
stethophones. In the lecture hall 
each student receives a 
stethophone, consisting of 
stethoscope ear pieces which 
terminate at about chin level in 
a receiver. At the front of the 
room Dr. Elion wears a steth
oscope which, as he listens to a 
patient, transmits the sounds by 
infrared light waves to everyone 
in the auditorium wearing the 
earpieces. 

"Whatever I hear through the 
stethoscope, all the students in 
the auditorium will hear," Dr. 
Elion said. 

"This system can also be used 
at the bedside. In a cluttered in
tensive care unit the student 
needn't even be right at the bed
side to hear what the stetho
scope hears.'' Also part of the 
system is a device to mimick 
heart sounds, which can help the 
student to dissect the "orch
estra" into component "in
struments.' ' 

Dr. Elion says the new 
equipment, facilities , and the 
substantial changes made in the 
course this year are due to 
tremendous cooperation from 
the medical school administra
t ion and from as far up as the 
governor's office. This coopera
tion enabled the remodeling of 
the third floor of Bradley to be 
completed well in advance of 
that of the rest of the old 
hospital. The first phase of the 
rest of the remodeling - class
rooms and labs - is expected to 
be ready for the start of the 
1980-81 academic year. Q 

Impressions 
of China 

Mischa J. Lustok, M.D., '35 
Editor 

QUARTERLY Editor Lustok spent 
a month in China beginning 
October 6, 1979. 

Our visit in the People's Republic 
of China was delightful. 

Our small group was sponsored 
by the American College of Physi
cians. Everywhere we went we 
were received as honored guests. 
Communication was not a prob
lem. Our guides, as well as the 
local functionaries , and, of course, 
the professionals, spoke fluent 
English. They were aware of the 
fact that Americans are mono
lingual and circumvented our 
embarrassment. 

"With oblique Chinese 
humor the restaurant 
is called the Sick 
Duck because it is 
located near a 
hospital." 
Travel and hotel accommoda

tions were always clean and com
fortable. A Thermos of hot water, 
a tin of tea leaves, two covered 
cups and a bowl of fruit wel
comed us to our rooms, and were 
replenished daily. 

Our breakfasts were "western." 
We enjoyed rolls or toast, eggs . 
with cheese or meat, and an 
abundance of good coffee. 
Lunches and dinners were native, 
usually in our hotei dining room 
and on occasion in special 
restaurants. A Peking duck dinner 
in the Sick Duck Restaurant in 
Peking was a memorable occa
sion. With oblique Chinese humor 
the restaurant is called the Sick 
Duck because it is located near a 
hospital. The usual lunch con
sisted of a variety of four to six 

Continued on following page 
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LUSTOK 
" 'No' he said, 'we do not have a nuclear pro
gram now, but when we do, I will be ready.' " 

At left-
Lustok Chinese chop, the family name in Chinese characters. 

courses of vegetables, fish, meat, 
rice and soup. Dinners expanded 
to eight or more courses. Beer 
and orange soda were served at 
each meal. Some dishes were 
sweet, but there were no desserts. 
We learned from our guide that 
metal in contact with food alters 
its subtle taste, so we mastered 
the use of chopsticks and 
porcelain spoons. The special 
condiments and flavors of each 
regional cuisine were an exotic 
discovery. 

We were received by 
Ambassador Woodcock at the 
American Embassy in Peking and 
briefed on the current political 
situation in China. That was our 
only exposure to politics. Our 
gracious Chinese hosts made no 
overtures to indoctrination. 

We visited many historical 
sites, restored and well preserved 
testimonials to the magnificence 
of an ancient civilization. The 
shrines and palaces of the 
venerable dynasties did not seem 
to be sequestered antiquities but 
flowed in an easy continuity with 
modern China. The awesome For
bidden City and the stark Mao 
Tomb were comfortable neighbors 
in the center of Peking. We felt 
the pulse of a waking nation 
undergoing an eruptive change, 
hopefully looking towards a 
greater future while modestly but 
proudly retaining its glorious past. 

Because of the special interest 
of our group we visited a number 
of clinics and hospitals, a medical 
school, children's schools, a 
teacher's college, a retirement 
home, and a wide variety of 
" cultural palaces" and educational 

institutions. We also saw several 
art and craft shops, some fac
tories, a farm commune, and 
workers' housing projects where 
we were invited guests in some 
homes. A cup of hot tea greeted 
us at each visit. 

We had some free time, and 
enjoyed shopping in several 
people's department stores where 
we were always surrounded by 
curious onlookers who were not 
accustomed to seeing round eyed 
foreigners with cameras hanging 
on their necks. A smile and a 
friendly gesture were always 
returned. 

We bought and wore Mao 
jackets, a universal dress in 
China, which seemed to please 
our hosts. We felt no restriction in 
our movement, and there were no 
prohibitions to our picture taking. 
In the evening we joined the 
people in their various enter
tainments. Acrobatic shows are 
quite popular, but there were also 
dance dramas and, of course, 
movies, which were quite good 
artistically but suffered in the 
translation. 

One could be critical of the 
lack of technology and paucity of 
instrumentation we saw in the 
medical installations. However, we 
did not come to find fault but 
rather to see, experience and 
learn. 

Both traditional (ancient 
Chinese) and western (modern) 
medicine are practiced in the 
hospitals and taught in the 
medical schools. The practicing 
physicians and the academic 
teachers assured us that a com
bination of both disciplines is 

more effective in patient care than 
either system alone. Perhaps 
there is some virtue in t reating 
the obtuse symptomatology of the 
patient and the etiology of the 
disease at the same time. 

The organization of the medical 
system is impressive. District 
hospitals are primarily outpatient 
clinics oriented to the neighbor
hood, a bureau, a commune, or a 
factory. The next level of medical 
care is delivered at regional 
hospitals which are staffed by 
medical and surgical specialists. 
Tertiary care is administered at 
municipal hospitals, which are 
rnore sophisticated inst itutions 
and are usually affiliated with a 
medical school. 

We were impressed with the 
emphasis on public health con
cern at all levels of medical 
service. The medical establish
ment is quite proud of its success 
in controlling venereal disease. 

We enjoyed meeting the chair
man of the department of 
parasitology at Number 2 
Shanghai Medical School. She 
was a charming woman, with 
clear command of English, and an 
obvious enthusiasm for her proj
ect: to eradicate schistosomiasis 
from rural China by breaking the 
life cycle of the parasite without 
disrupting the life style of the 
farmer. 

It was she who <:larified for us 
the often romanticized role of the 
" barefoot doctor." The truth is 
contrary to the common impres
sion that the " barefoot doctor" is 
an inadequately trained pseudo
physician who renders question
able medical care to the country 



people. We learned that these 
health workers have limited but 
reasonably good training. They 
not only treat but also alert the 
rural populace to health problems 
and teach them to seek medical 
attention when needed. This 
"public health professional" is 
now teaching the farmer that , 
before using human excreta as 
field fertilizer it can be treated in 
order to break the cycle of 
schistosomiasis. It is this com
munity worker who is now teach
ing birth control in non-urban 
areas and remote villages in order 
to stem the burden of over
population in a country whose 
census is estimated at one billion. 
And this task is done within the 
confines of tradition and custom. 

There was much for us to learn 
in the People's Republic of China. 
The sensitivity, delicacy, and 
charm of the people we met Nas 
most engaging. The sublimation 
of personal gratuities towards the 
benefit of the group, and thus 
projecting individual reward was 
admirable. The dignity of a per
son, secure in the pride of an 
ancient tradition, yet striving with 
hope of a better future, was evi
dent at each encounter. 

Perhaps our impression of the 
people of China was best ex
emplified in a casual meeting with 
a university student while walking 
on the Bund in Shanghai. In spite 
of my Mao jacket, he recognized 
me as an American, probably 
because I was carrying two 
Japanese cameras. He asked me 
to speak English with him. He ex
plained that he reads a great deal 
of English , but has infrequent 
opportunity to speak the 
language. I inquired why his in
terest in English? Matter of factly 
he revealed that he is studying to 
be a nuclear scientist and most of 
the literature on nuclear physics is 
in English. I asked him if China 
has a nuclear program. He replied 
frankly and openly: " No," he said, 
"we do not have a nuclear pro
gram now, but when we do, I will 
be ready." That summed it all up. 

Alumni gather for 
Eau Claire fall meeting 

Guest speaker at the Eau Claire alumni meeting Nov . 15 was Dr. Richard Hong, UW 
professor of medical microbiology and pediatrics . At right are Drs. Joanne Selkurt, '68, 
and W . Bradford Martin , '69, both of LaCrosse . 

Two Eau Claire alumni at the meeting were William T. Mautz , '40, (left) and Charles M. 
/hie , '35. 
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Bulletins from the president 

"We interrupt this program to bring 
you a special news bulletin." 

How frequently we have heard 
these words and each time we ex
perienced a moment of tenseness 
wondering what ominous message 
would be broadcast. 

What would be your response 
if the announcement was: "The 
Medical Alumni Office has been 
flooded?" Do you picture a broken 
sprinkler system with water cas
cading down the halls? Certainly, at 
seven floors above ground level, the 
office would be immune to the ef
fects of a deluge rain. Could it be an 
avalanche of mail filled with dona
tions? 

We would like to confirm such 
a report of flooding as a result of in
undation of office desks with life 
memberships, annual dues payments 
and contributions to the Annual Giv
ing Fund. Unfortunately, the op
posite condition exists. The office is 
suffering near drought conditions 
with payments and contributions 
below those of last year. The picture 
is not totally dismal, however. We 
have received some very generous 
gifts, including one of $8,000 com
pleting a gift of more than $26,000 
from a single contributor for a room 
honoring a revered colleague. 

Perhaps, it is too early to judge 
response from the special offer an
nounced in the Fall QUARTERLY. 
Many of us do have a tendency to 
lay aside requests which are op
tional. But support of your alumni 
association anGI its very worthwhile 
projects should get first rate atten
tion. 

Dorothy W. Betlach, M.D., '46, President 

As an additional stimulus, we 
have initiated another convenience. 
Now, you can pay by credit 
card- Visa or Master Charge. We're 
following the trend and credit cards 
may be used for the annual giving 
program, dues, life memberships 
and all sales of books and pictures. 
This form of payment has been most 
successful in other alumni organiza
tion campaigns including that of the 
UW Foundation. We certainly hope 
its effectiveness will spread to our 
organization. Again, it's up to you. 
You are the base support and the 
strength of our group is entirely 
dependent upon your interest and 
generosity. 

In response to inquiries, a Richard H. 
Wasserburger Memorial has been 
established. The funds will be ac
cumulated for use in a new relocated 
MASH house, the specific area to be 
determined at the appropriate time. 
Throughout his distinguished 
medical career, Dick's foremost 
concern was for the student's 
welfare. It is fitting that donations in 
his memory should continue his in
terest. 

Q 

While "there is nothing permanent 
but change" we are chagrined by the 
recent decision of the UW system 
which again changes the time of the 
1980 commencement ceremonies. In 
late summer, the date of Thursday, 
May 22, was announced, a deviation 
from the customary week-end event. 

A mid-week medical Alumni Day 
would create many problems 
especially a much diminished atten
dance, so our day is set for Friday, 
May 23. Many classes have con
firmed their reunion arrangements 
and our banquet plans are complete, 
all geared around that date. 

Now, the system has approved 
another shift and graduation has 
been moved back to Sunday, May 
18. We are disappointed that some 
students and their parents may not 
attend the alumni festivities but 
another change in plans to coor
dinate with the Commencement 
week-end is impossible. That deci
sion was not ours! 

Q 

The pleasant weather of this 
Thanksgiving week (the time of this 
writing) contradicts the prediction of 
another " hard winter" and its atten
dant doldrums. There is a bright 
spot on the horizon, the annual Mid
Winter Milwaukee Meeting. This has 
always been an exceptional gather
ing and this year's committee is pro
mising another entertaining evening. 
Take a break! You won't regret it. 
It's a date at the Pfister, Friday, 
February 8, 1980. 

Q 

----------- -" 
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IIITEI ---
DATE: October 26, 1979 
PLACE: Madison, Wis. 

Report of Representatives 
Council 
John Brennan, '67, reported that 
Sanford Mackman, '59, Madison, 
has agreed to serve as 1959 Class 
Representative. 

Dr. Brennan suggested that a 
five year rotation of house staff 
reunions be established in con
junction with Alumni Day. This 
would mean three or four dif
ferent house staff reunions each 
year with every group having a 
reunion every fifth year. The 
board authorized Dr. Brennan to 
proceed with his proposal. 

Dr. Richard Wasserburger 
Immediately after Dr. Wasser
burger's death a number of sug
gestions were made concerning 
the most appropirate memorial. 
Mrs. Wasserburger has expressed 
her preference that the funds be 
used for a relocated, expanded 
MASH house. The board unani
mously voted that the funds given 
in memory of Dr. Wasserburger 
be used for a new MASH house 
with the specific use of the funds 
determined by the board at the 
appropriate time. 

Mt. Sinai T.G.I.F.s 
Mt. Sinai Hospital, Milwaukee, will 
initiate T.G.I.F.s for medical 

students with $50 provided by the 
Medical Alumni Association each 
semester to help defray expenses. 

Q 

Alumni 
calendar 

Please mark your calendar for 
these medical alumni functions. 

February 8 - Milwaukee Winter 
Meeting - Mirror Room Pfister 
Hotel 

February 10 - Wisconsin 
Reception, American Academy 
of Orthopaedic Surgeons =--
6:30-8 p.m., Douglas Room, 
Atlanta Hilton 

April - Green Bay Meeting -
Arrangements: Robert W ochos, 
'44, Green Bay 

May 23 ......:.. Annual Alumni Day 

Class reunions are scheduled 
for the classes of 1930, 1935, 
1940, 1945, 1950, 1955, 1960, 
1965, 1970, 1975 

Q 

,.. 
Dr. Robert Wochos 

Dr. Wochos named 
to alumni board 

Robert G. Wochos, '44, Green 
Bay, Wis., has been named to the 
medical alumni board of direc
tors. The board appointed him to 
replace Thomas R. Leicht, '58, a 
director since 1978 who resigned 
because he is moving to Los 
Angeles. 

Dr. Wochos ha~ practiced 
general surgery since 1953 in 
Green Bay, where he is associated 
with the Beaumont Clinic. He is a 
member of the Wisconsin Surgi
cal Society and in 1976 was presi
dent of the Wisconsin Chapter of 
the American College of 
Surgeons. 

His residency in general surgery 
was at University Hospital, 
194 7-51. He was board certified in 
general surgery in 1952 and 
became a fellow of the American 
College of Surgeons in 1953. Q 
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TEXAS 
BEPDBTS Correspondent 

Edward J. Lefeber, M.D., '36 

The University of Wisconsin 
Medical School was ably repre
sented at the 1979 National Stu
dent Research Forum at Galves
ton last May by Matthias 0. 
Cheung who reported the failure 
of indomethacin to induce closure 
of the Ductus Arteriosus in 
developing chick embryos_ 

Eight members of the 1979 
graduates are now serving 
residencies in Texas_ Scott R. 
Nelson (lnt Med.), Mark R. 
Stampfl (lnt_ Med.), Mary E. 
Young (Ped.), and Frank H. Zeller 
(Path.) are training at the Univer
sity of Texas Medical Branch Hos
pitals in Galveston; Jan M. 
Rosnow (Ped.) at Baylor Medical 
School in Houston; James J. 
Hanusa (Int. Med.) at the Univer
sity of San Antonio Teaching 
Hospital in San Antonio; and 
Jeffrey A. Kern (lnt Med.) at 
Parkland Hospital, Southwestern 
Medical School, Dallas. All of 
these fine doctors by now are well 
exposed to Texas medicine. To 
each of them a warm "HOWDY" 
- may your stay be a pleasant 
one! 

The following Wisconsin 
medical alumni, members of the 
faculty, University of Texas 
Medical Branch, received service 
awards this year: Charles R. 
Allen, '46, professor of 
anesthesiology for more than 35 
years of service to the UTMB, and 
Joan R. Hebler, '58, professor of 
pediatrics, for 20 years of service. 
Congratulations! 

Harvey Meulbroek, '56, has 
moved from Wichita, KS, to 
Austin, TX, the first of this year. 
He specializes in allergy and is 
associated with The Austin 
Allergy Associates. Martin 
Grabois, housestaff '66-'67, of 
Houston was president of the 
Texas Physical Medicine and 

Rehabilitation Society this year. 
Julius W. Vieaux, '35, was elected 
to inactive membership, Texas 
Medical Association, during the 
annual May session. Harold A. 
O'Brien, '28, of Dallas spearhead
ed a very successful 50th reunion 
of the second four year class to 
graduate from the UW Medical 
School. Among former UW Medi
cal School faculty members who 
now call Texas home are William 
Deiss, housestaff '48-51, and 
Marvin H. Olson, '44, who reside 
in Galveston, Edward A. Liske, 
housestaff, '60-'61, of San An
tonio, John A. Buesseler, '44, of 
Lubbock, and Warren Otter, '54, 
of El Paso. 

Member of the UW Medical 
School faculty who have recently 
visited Texas are Kelly H. Clifton, 
Department of Human Oncology, 
who came to Houston to partici
pate in the 32nd annual sym
posium on fundamental cancer 
research held at the M.D. Ander
son Hospital and Tumor Institute; 
Dr. Walter M_Fitch, Department 
of Physiological Chemistry, who 
presented a seminar on protein 
homology at the UTMB, Galves
ton; and in the fall of 1978, Dr. 
Edward Balish, Department of 
Medical Biology and Surgery, 
whose seminar was given before 
the Department of Microbiology, 
UTMB. 

Luverne J. Webster, '33, of 
Abilene and this correspondent 
were among the members of the 
Texas Club of Internists who met 
in Denver, Colorado, for the club's 
annual out-of-state meeting, which 
this year was given by members 
of the Department of Internal 
Medicine, University of Colorado 
Medical School. While in Denver, 
enjoyed a visit with Bill 
Shanahan, '36, and his spouse. 

Q 

Those 
blazing 
maples 
Bernard i Lifson, M.D., '49 

Realizing her husband's need for 
rest and relaxation is an attribute 
of a loving wife. It amazes me 
how selective Clarice can be in 
planning a trip for "my" needs 
and enjoyment. This time it was 
to see the colors of New England 
and the "privilege" of sleeping in 
old American Inns. In fact this is 
such a privilege that one must 
reserve rooms six to eight months 
in advance. This was going to be 
a real rest. Just what I needed, 
Clarice convinced me. 

Two of our dearest friends, 
Margie and Bob, agreed to join 
us, in spite of having travelled 
through Europe with the Lifsons 
several years ago. Margie is a 
delight to be with. She has the in
herent capacity of remembering 
time, places and incidents so well 
that when my memory leaves, 
about two days after the trip, I 
can call her for the information 
that is so elusive. Bob is another 
story. He is what I might describe 
as organized. Things have to be 
planned ahead of time and be in 
order - the antithesis of my per
sonality. I believe if you wake up 
at noon, you eat breakfast. Bob 
awakens at 6:30a.m., purchases 
his morning paper and is seated 
for breakfast by 7 a.m. Travelling 
with the Lifsons would be an ex
perience. It's called hanging in 
there - loose. 

My days of rest finally came. 
The plans were to fly to Boston, 
rent a station wagon and drive to 
Vermont We would stay in an inn 
and drive around exploring towns 
and villages and, oh yes, admire 
the colors. After three days, we 
would drive to New Hampshire, 
soak up early American culture, 



"That night the power went out so there 
was no light and no heat. We sat at the bar 
with candlelight, just like the early 
American revolutionaries." 

Dr. Bernard i Lifson 

explore towns and villages and, 
oh yes , admire the colors. Four 
days later, drive to Maine, admire 
the coast and, oh yes, if there 
were any colors left , admire them. 
Finally, we would return to 
Boston, visit honorable son No. 3, 
Steve, see the campus of Boston 
University and, oh yes , admire the 
coeds. This was my kind of trip. 

Arriving at the Boston airport 
on the first leg of our trip, we 
picked up the wagon. I felt totally 
relaxed. I was given the directions 
to Vermont, left the airport and 
discovered I was entering the city 
of Boston. Bob tightened with 
anxiety, Margie read the map and 
Clarice merely shrugged. On the 
third try we were on our way to 
Vermont, and Bob had half 
emptied the flask of Scotch. 

I was beginning to enjoy the 
trip, calmly, happily, merrily 
rolling along when suddenly the 
motor died. I pulled up to a gas 
station and as Margie got out of 
the wagon her door handle fell 
off. I also found the right front tire 
was nearly flat, we were short two 
quarts of oil and there was no gas 
cap. The engine was merely tem
peramental and "we should be 
gentle with it." I was beginning to 
question whether I or the wagon 
was on vacation. This had never 
happened in their television ads. 

We finally arrived safely in 
Vermont, found our inn which 
was a beautiful and comfortable, 
newly restored example of early 
American living. Large rooms, old 
furnishings and new clean bath
rooms. This was paradise. I knew I 
was going to enjoy mys(:!lf. After 
all , Clarice had told me so. 

Bob and I had decided to alter-

nate driving each day. Curiously, 
it rained each day he drove or 
else some catastrophy occurred. It 
became the joke du jour of our 
vacation. 

Each morning I would ask him 
what he had planned for the day. 
One morning he informed me 
that he and Margie had spoken to 
their son, Clifford, and were told 
our hotel in Boston had had a fire 
on the fourteenth floor and were 
having problems with future reser
vations. He had also heard on the 
news that the trees in Maine had 
lost all of their color because of 
the rain. There was no news of 
what to expect in New Hampshire, 
where he would be driving this 
particular morning. 

After Margie, Clarice and Bob 
had breakfast, they pac~ed the 
wagon and I joined them at 10 ~ 
o'clock. The day was miserable 
with heavy rain , poor visibl lity 
and , oh yes, no colors to be seen. 
This was Bob's joke du jour. 
Things had to get better ... 
right? . . . wrong! 

We arrived at our inn, sup
posedly 150 years old. A beautiful 
old home on a country road. It 
was listed in the Book of 
American Inns as a must. An ex
perience not be missed. The four 
of us were sharing "the suite," at 
a bargain price of only $80 a 
night. Two rooms with private 
bath and a view of the surround
ing mountains with the color of 
their leaves ablaze. That's what it 
said in the book. 

We carried in our luggage, drip
ping wet. Remember, it was Bob's 
day to drive. The young lady at 
the desk directed us to our suite. 
The view was overwhelming. Utter 

silence. Shock. This was Bob's 
supreme joke du jour. Our 
laughter began softly and then 
cascaded into hysteria. Our · 
"suite" was an old woodshed and 
storage room added to the 
original house. There was a 9 x 6 
room filled with twin beds, a 4 x 4 
bathroom with cardboard walls 
and an old clothes chute restored 
as a shower. The adjoining room 
was a large closet with two day 
beds. Bob suggested we flip a 
coin to decide which room to 
choose. I thought this was like 
choosing between cystitis and 
prostatitis. 

That night the power went out 
so there was no light and no heat. 
We sat at the bar with candlelight, 
just like the early American 
revolutionaries. Only we were 
drinking Irish coffee. Boy, that 
Bob was sure a jokester. 

In the next issue I'll conclude 
the relaxing trip Clarice planned 
for me. Q 
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news 
briefs ... 

Gift from Dr. Youmans 
sets up medical 
physiology award 
William B. Youmans, '44, Port 

' Angeles, Wash. , has established 
the Youmans Award in Medical 
Physiology. 

The emeritus professor of 
physiology has designated an 
annual award of at least $100 to 
the outstanding student in 
medical physiology. Awardees are 
to be selected by the professor in 
charge of the course and the 
chairman of the physiology 
department. 

In addition to his UW medical 
degree, Dr. Youmans received a 
PhD in physiology from the UW 
in 1938. He was appointed 
professor and chairman of the UW 
physiology department in 1952 
and served as chairman until 
1971. He retired Jan. 1, 1977. 

Dr. Youmans made many re
search contributions in the areas 
of gastrointestinal, cardiac and 
respiratory physiology. He is the 
author of three books on human 
physiology and was cited for 
teaching excellence. Q 

Mortensen lecture held 
The Otto Mortensen Lecture for 
1979 was given Dec. 3 by Dr. Lee 
D. Peachey, professor of biology, 
University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia , PA. 

The topic was "Historical 
Perspectives in the Anatomy of 
Muscle" and the lecture was 
attended by most of the first year 
medical students. 

The Otto Mortensen Lec
tureship was established and is 
supported by gifts from the 
Medical School Class of 1963 in 
honor of the late emeritus pro
fessor of anatomy. Q 

FINANCIAL REPORT 
of Alexander Grant and Company 
Certified Public Accountants 

University of Wisconsih Medical Alumni Assoc., Inc. 
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

{prepared on a cash basis, except for gifts in kind) 

June 30, 1979 and 1978 

ASSETS 1979 

Cash in checking $ 14,797 

Cash in savings 13,493 

Investments in common trust fund of University of 
Wisconsin Foundation at cost Life dues fund 
(market value of $127,062 in 1979 and $111,658 in 
1978) 127,062 

Special projects fund (market value of $6,149 in 
1978) 

Special memorial fund (market value of $28,795 in 

1978 
$ 4,520 

12,803 

104,251 

6,247 

1979 and $23,729 in 1978) 29,515 24,110 

156,577 134,608 

Land and building 72,100 72,100 
====;t:l'~-

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 

Liabilities 

State and feder<\.1 income taxes withheld $ 

Sales tax payable 
===~~~=~~~~; 

Fund balances (deficit) 

Operating 

General purpose 

Medical school development 

Specific · purpose 

Life membership 

Medical Alumni Student House 
Land and building 

Operating 

177 

198 

(55,629) 

35,243 

(1,059) 

55,122 

72,100 

14,247 

86,347 

256,769 

$256,967 

$ 177 

203 

(53,241) 

32,345 

(5,712} 

45.018 

72,100 

13,238 

85,338 

223,828 

$224,031 



The 
dean/s 
column Arnold L. Brown, M.D. 

Admissions: The criteria and the class of '83 
Probably more time and effort have 
been spent in trying to figure out a 
rational way of admitting students to 
medical schools than in any other 
aspect of medical education. The 
nub of the problem is that we do not 
know, in any measurable way, just 
what it is that makes a good physi
cian. Many words have been used, 
like compassion, humanism, energy, 
attention to detail , intelligence. 
Except for intelligence, we have no 
good way of objectively measuring 
any of these. Even the tests we use 
for intelligence have some serious 
shortcomings. But somehow a selec
tion must be made. The admissions 
committee, then, must rely on 
grade-point averages, aptitude tests, 
letters of recommendation, and any 
other scraps of information that 
come to hand. 

Admissions committees and their 
members generally take one of two 
views toward the material presented 
to them by prospective students. 
One group feels that the only way to 
be fair is to give the greatest weight 
to numbers and therefore select 
largely on the basis of the grade 
point average and aptitude test. 
Others believe that beyond a certain 
level test scores do not mean very 
much and that those other factors I 
mentioned are more important. They 
look at such things as extra
curricular activity, the quality of 
letters of recommendation, and 
place considerable reliance on 
personal interviews. 

Our admissions committee com
bines both approaches using test 
scores as an initial screen and then 
looking carefully at the other infor
mation. The most promising can
didates are interviewed and the final 

selection is made. Based on the only 
criterion that counts, how the 
students do when they come to the 
medical school , the committee is 
doing a first-rate job. 

Take the class that entered last 
September. One hundred fifty-nine 
were admitted, selected from 1 ,4 71 
applications. According to Dr. J.H.G. 
Rankin, chairman of the admissions 
committee who recently reported to 
the faculty on this year's entering 
class, the average undergraduate 
grade for all subjects was a B + (GPA 
of 3.52) with an average in science 
courses of only slightly less (GPA 
3.47). Most of the students are bet
ween the ages of 17 and 24, but 22 
are in the 25 to 29 age group and 
two are over 30. Sixteen are from 
rural Wisconsin and 16 have disad
vantaged backgrounds. Thirjy-four 
are women. They have now passed 
through anatomy, histology, and 
physiological chemistry- in fine 
shape. After this it is downhill and 
shady all the way to 1983. 

No one who has ever been involv
ed in the admissions process is com
pletely happy with the way it is 
done. There is no doubt that some 
applicants who could become fine 
physicians are turned down. I 
suspect that a few of those that are 
accepted will not do very well after 
graduation. We hope to reduce the 
latter group to a very small number, 
but there is not much we can do for 
the former. To deny a qualified per
son their chance to become a med
ical student is a heavy burden, not 
as painful for the members of the 
admissions committee as for the ap
plicant, but not a great deal less 
either. Q 

\ 

UW Med School 
in national 
rankings 
The Association of American 
Medical Colleges (AAMC) has 
published its Annual Institutional 
Profile Report based on data pro
vided to AAMC by all medical 
schools. The current report uses 
1977-78 data. 

Following are the rankings of 
the U.W. Medical School in com
parison to all 114 U.S. medical 
schools: 

Rank 
Undergraduate medical 
student body size 27th 

Graduate students in the 
basic sciences 8th 

Number of house staff 30th 

Total students taught by 
medical faculty 17th 

Number of full time faculty 49th 

Number of basic science 
faculty 46th 

Revenues from non-govt. 
gifts, grants and contracts 39th 

Revenues from federal grants 
and contracts 17th 

1977-78 graduates beginning 
1st year residencies in 
state (WI) 44th 

Q 
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Wisconsin in the far west 
W.H. Oatway, Jr., M.D., '26 

We obtained a fine update on 
LeRoy Misuraca, '45, a longtime 
anesthetist in Whittier, CA. He 
has been board certified in PU 
and AN but is now director of the 
new critical care center, and the 
respiratory service at the Pres
byterian Intercommunity Hospital. 
He hopes to get back to Madison 
for this year's reunion, and see 
friends and the new building . . . 
He reports that Leonard Nevis, 
'57, housestaff '57-'58, is a local 
psychiatrist; Bill Sprague, '52, is a 
board certified radiologist. Harold 
Wenger, '43, is another local 
anesthetist. He also mentions that 
Morton Futterman, '62, is a car
diologist in a group in La Mirada, 
with l'nternist Neil Sagle, '62, 
board certified in I.M. 

Here's a great report on Harold 
E. Henke, 2-'25. He started at 
Carroll College; took his medical 
work at Madison; served 22 years 
as a medical missionary in China; 
was a G.P. in Illinois for 3 years 
after 1949; and then 23 years in 
Montebello, CA until retirement in 
the very fine Westminster 
Gardens. ·one of his sons is a 
pathologist and the daughter is a 
nurse. He says he still has the 
New Testament that three of his 
Sunday School students (includ
ing this columnist) gave him when 
he joined the U.S.M.C. He and his 
wife have been in Canada and 
Mexico this year, and are about to 
visit China again. 

We have a good note from J. 
Harold Batzle, '40 (once known 
as "Lefty" when in college at UW 
and now a pediatrician for 35 
years in Riverside, CA.). While an 
I.M. resident of Drs. Middleton 

and Ovid Meyer, he was "lent" to 
Dr. Gonce and stayed in pedia
trics. His other influences were 
Phil Cohen and Helen Dickie . . . 
After a stint in the Navy he 
moved to "wonderful" Riverside, 
where he has gone through sever
al chairs of the county and state 
medical society; has been presi
dent of the Southwest Pediatric 
Society; and is on the faculty of 
Lorna Linda U . .. Now, amazingly, 
he is about to retire to Three Arch 
Bay, a fine place adjacent to 
where this column comes from! 

A report has finally come from 
Phillip L. Gausewitz, '47, regular 
reader of the QUARTERLY. He 
was a resident at Wisconsin 
General Hospital up to 1950, and 
became board certified in patho
logy. He has lived i.n San Diego 
since 1954, and for 15 years has 
been Senior P~thologist at the 
Scripps Memorial Hospital in 
nearby La Jolla. He has also been 
president of the California Society 
of Pathologists, a governor of the 
College of American Pathologists, 
and in state legislative medical 
work ... Dr. G. says that 
Frederick Spiegler, '67, lives at 
Cardif-by-the-Sea in the neighbor
hood, and has worked at Scripps 
in the emergency room for the 
past half-dozen years. 

The stories about Tony Curreri 
come from all over, including 
California. The family connections 
also involve this area, his brother 
"Sol" lives here in Orange Coun
ty, a retired dentist. He took two 
years of medicine at Wisconsin; 
finished a course in dentistry at 
Marquette; became a Captain in 
the Navy; and finished his years 

\ 
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of practice here ... Also, Sol's son 
Robert, Tony's nephew, is a den
tist at Leisure World and in 
Saddleback Hospital (Orange 
County) near here. 

Dr. Robert Wax, '63, lives in 
Irvine, CA. He is a radiologist and 
nuclear therapist at San Clemente 
General Hospital. 

A progress note on Elizabeth 
"Liz" Grimm, '43. She is living in 
beautiful, small Lake San Marcos, 
CA; out of practice except when 
her talents are needed; sees 
friends; and has gotten away to 
Spain, Portugal, and Hawaii at 
times. 

A great summary of the pro
gress of Horace R. Getz, '33, has 
arrived. After his residency he 
worked in " Bacty" with Dr. Clark; 
shifted into TB bacterial research; 
ran the Hastings Foundation 
Hospital in Altadena, CA, until the 
funds were shifted to USC in 
1961 ; moved to Nevada (with wife 
Helen) as Chief of the TB Control 
Department, and helped to mini· 
mize the disease by 1971 , when 
he worked in the V AH in Reno un· 
til retirement in 1978 . .. 
They have just finished a 5,000 
mile trip thru the Midwest, M in
neapolis to Rockford, via Madison 
where they missed Harold Rusch, 
who was in the process of getting 

. married ... Horace's " anatomy 
partners" once included Elmer 
Shabart, now retired in Berkeley, 
Milton Peterson who passed away 
in Sun City, and Stu Cullen who 
died this past Fall in Belevedere 
(just after sending a fine note to 
this column). 

John J . Robinson, '36, writes 
from Lake City, FL. He enjoys 



reading the QUARTERLY; recalls 
being a student of this columnist; 
took his internship in Portland, 
OR; practiced briefly in the State 
of Washington; was a Research 
Fellow at N.I.H. in Bethesda, MD; 
was a major in the Army Medical 
Corps at Hiroshima (after the . 
atomic smash); and for 21 years 
he has been chief of anatomic 
pathology at the V AH in Lake 
City ... He has a wife who is an 
R.N., and six children of whom 
one girl is in medical school ... 
All this leads up to an amazing 
extra, - while in Japan, he 
observed Jodoshinshu Buddhism 
and, after some years, he has writ
ten a novel, about to be publish
ed, Of Suchness: Glimpses of the 
Anatomy (and Pathology) of God! 
by the Exposition Press, Inc., of 
NY. 

A notice that the " Phoenix 
Heart and Lung Surgeons, P.C." 
has just taken in a new member 
brings us word of Dermont W. 
"Bill" Melick and his two other 
partners. Bill spent several years 
on the WGH chest surgical ser-
vice, just before and after 1940, in 
the Joe Gale days. In recent years 
he has workectin Phoenix, Tucson • 

(at U.A. Med. School); and is now 
back in Phoenix. 

It is a rare letter which 
apologizes for enjoying the 
QUARTERLY, because the reader 
had made "nary a contribution." 
Donald H. Pattison, '36, of 
Pomona, CA, makes up for it by 
recalling several people and 
episodes. He has retired from 
urology, and enjoys golf, hunting, 
and family ... He quotes Mischa 
Lustok for his recent years of 
work on the "Q," and matches 
Mischa's recent story of starvation 
diet (in Phil Cohen's research) by 
recalling a tiny dairy lunch place 
on University Avenue which gave 
to the hungry meds a large break· 
fast for 15 cents! His best friends 
were Stan Edwards and Bob Fr
inger, both "cheated by fate," 
long since gone ad astra ... 
Pat also still values Bill Werrell's 
friendly help, advice, and cash 
loans. He wonders how many peo
ple remember that "Dean" Mid
dleton's stethescope measured an 
ideal 22 inches from ear pieces to 
the bell? Thanks, Don. 

Four times in the past few 
months we have been asked a 
question- "Well, what do you 

Lost and Found 

do?" Since that is almost a 
quorum of our correspondents, 
we modestly answer - Retired in 
1971 from the Medical Director
ship of LaVina Hospital for 
Respiratory Diseases, near 
Pasadena, and from an Associate 
Professorship at U.S.C. Moved to 
the South Coast area of California 
(great place, and south of the 
smog zone); write two or three 
articles, editorials, etc., per year; 
dig and write two or three 
Quarterly columns per year; and 
for six years have been chairman 
of the Utilization Review Commit
tee for a fine local hospital , the 
South Coast Medical Center ... 
All this plus the wonderful 
pleasure of corresponding with 
dozens of (old) friends in such 
previous locations as Madison, 
Boston, Saranac, Philadelphia, 
Chicago, Tucson, etc. 

Note: Please don't forget to 
send a news or progress note if 
you live in the West or Hawaii. 
We may run out of our P.P.P. 
(Postcard Prompter Pleas). Q 

W.H. Oatway, Jr. 
146 Monarch Bay 
S. Laguna, CA 92677 

Current addresses for the following are needed. Scrutiny of professional directories, publications of registra
tion and licensing boards, tracers and all of our usual techniques have been fruitless. We will be deeply 
grateful for any information you can provide to reduce our roll of missing alumni. 

Elvin M. Bremer, M.D., '51 
Last known address was 
Covina, CA 

F. Richard Catlin, M.D., '54 
Last known address was 
San Diego, CA 

Elton Eastwood, M.D., '54 
Last known address was 
Huntington Beach, CA 

Don L. Goldenberg, M.D., '69 
Last known address was 
San Francisco, CA 

David Halfen, M.D., '44 
Last known address was 
Conifer, CO 
Alan Hendrickson, M.D., '67 
Last known address was 
Salt Lake City, UT 

Abner R. Kjervik, M.D., '40 
Last known address was 
Mt. Horeb, WI 

Ronald Kowle, M.D., '76 
Last known address was 
San Diego, CA 

Hugh Lancaster, Jr., M.D., '71 
Last known address was 
Milwaukee, WI 

Richard J. Laurel, M.D., '59 
Last known address was 
Ft. Meyers, FL 

Lenard J. Lexier, M.D., '68 
Last known address was 
New York, NY 

Everett L. Lochen, M.D., '31 
Last known address was 
Ukiah, CA 

James V. Lowry, M.D., '37 
Last known address was 
El Macero, ·cA 

Russel F. Mading, M.D., '55 
Last known address was 
Tustin, CA 

Vernon McNeilus, M.D., '50 
Last known address was 
Harriman, TN 

Robert K. Myers, M.D., '69 
Last known address was 
Houston, TX 

Warren P. Olson, M.D., '53 
Last known address was 
Seahurst, WA 

Jan R. Radke, M.D., '69 
Last known address was 
Virginia Beach, VA 

Shirley A. Roy, M.D., '70 
Last known address was 
Chicago, IL 

Nicholas Schmitz, M.D., '54 
Last known address was 
Newport, Rl 

Herbert L. Shepard, M.D., '48 
Last known address was 
Lubbock, TX 

Allan Steigerwald, M.D., '67 
Last known address was 
Beaverton, OR 

Bernice H. Tyner, M.D., '41 
Last known address was 
Cambria, CA 

Kwei Sang 0, M.D., '69 
Last known address was 
Los Angeles, CA 

Don F. Watzke, M.D., '47 
Last known address was 

. Madison, WI 
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Monroe marks 30 years in 
preceptorship program 

For the past 30 years The Monroe 
Clinic, Monroe, Wis., has par
ticipated in the UW Medical School's 
Preceptorship Program. On Oct. 10 
the Green County Medical Society 
hosted a celebration of that anniver
sary. Both UW Dean Arnold Brown 
and Assistant Dean Sigurd Sivert
son, '47, spoke at the occasion. 

Leslie Kindschi, 2- '35, who helped 
to initiate the p'rogram 30 years ago 
told the gathering, "My time as a 
preceptor was the most rewarding of 
my life." 

Dr. Kindschi provided a touch of 
nostalgia, recalling Monroe as a 
small country town in 1949 when 
the program began. 

"I had 990 house calls that 
year - $2 for office calls and $3 
when we went to the home, with 
compen~ation for mileage one way, " 

he said. "The Clinic was marking its 
1Oth anniversary, having struggled 
through the war, and was really set 
to go. But it was an entirely different 
life back then." 

Many of the physicians attending 
the celebration were products of the 
preceptor program and today in
structing those in training. There are 
10 slots open at The Monroe Clinic 
each year and there is rarely a 
vacancy. 

Eugene E. Eckstam, '43, who has 
been The Monroe Clinic's preceptor 
since Dr. Kindschi's retirement in 
1966, said more than 400 medical 
students have come to the clinic 
over the years. 

Dr. Eckstam said preceptees are 
assigned to the clinic for a two
month period. During the first 
month they rotate through each 

specialty and are also sent to the 
Medical Center, The Broadhead 
Clinic and The New Glarus Clinic. 
The second month of their stay is 
"elective, giving the student an op
portunity to explore career options." 

A typical weekly schedule for a 
preceptee would include one day in 
obstetrics, one day in orthopedic 
surgery, another in the eye depart
ment, a half day in dermatology, the 
other half day in the laboratory and 
a day in anesthesiology. The next 
week could include working at The 
Broadhead Clinic, the psychiatric 
and radiology departments at the 
hospital. 

"The Preceptorship Program is a 
two-way street, " Dr. Eckstam 
remarked. "We learn as much from 
them as they do from us." Q 

Left photo -Dr. Eckstam, right, with Richard Seegar, MED IV, a Monroe Clinic preceptee last fall. Right photo- Speakers at a banquet sponsored 
by the Green County Medical Society in h'anor of the 30th anniversary of participation by The Monroe Clinic in the UW Medical School's Preceptor
ship Program , left to right: Dr. C. A. Jaramillo, president of the Green County Medical Society; Dr. Arnold Brown, dean of the UW Medical School; 
Dr. Leslie Kindsc'hi, 2-'35, who helped to initiate the preceptor program at the Monroe Clinic; Dr. Sigurd Sivertson, '47, assistant dean of the UW 
Medical School; and Dr. Eugene E. Eckstam , '43, who has directed the Monroe Clinic program since the retirement of Dr. Kindschi from that capaci
ty in 1966. 



UW Clinical Science Center 
facilities dedicated 
Several facilities within the new 
Clinical Science Center (CSC) were 
dedicated Oct. 5 to recognize major 
contributions to the UW-Madison's 
"Forward with Wisconsin" fund
raising campaign. 

A total of $3.8 million of the $15 
million capital gifts campaign will be 
used to support research, patient 
care and teaching activities within 
the new esc. 

At the dedication ceremonies, 
UW-Madison Chancellor Irving Shain 
named facilities and presented 
plaques to be installed on behalf of 
major donors to the campaign's 
fund-raising drive for the health 
sciences. 

The CSC library was named in 
honor of Frank L. Weston, 2-'23, 
professor emeritus at the UW 
Medical School and a faculty 
member for 43 years. The main 
reading room of the Weston Library 
was named in honor of Oscar and 
Rosalie H. Mayer for their contribu
tions to the Weston Library fund 
drive. 

Twenty additional areas within the 
library were named for other major 

In Memory 

WILLIAM HUGH 
SHEARMAN 
1896-1918 

Thomas Shearman stands with plaque honoring 
his brother, World War l aviator William Shearman. 

donors to the library fund drive. 
A plaque was hung in the CSC 

clinics lobby in recognition of a 
$1 million contribution by Thomas 
B. Shearman in memory of his 
brother, William Hugh Shearman, 
who was lost in combat during 
World War I. 

The 200-capacity CSC auditorium 
was named for Dr. Eleanor J. Leslie, 
in recognition of major bequests 
from her will. 

The Department of Medicine con
ference room was named in memory 
of Dr. Edgar L. Gordon. The pedia
tric inpatient visitors lounge was 
named in honor of the Class of 
1928. 

Other areas within the West 
Library were dedicated as follows: 

Reading and collection areas: 
Eugenie Mayer Bolz, Irwin Maier, 
Webcrafters-Frautschi Foundation; 

Conference, study and lounge 
areas: John A. Johnson Foundation, 
Mary Cunningham Hoard (two rooms 
in memory of William D. Hoard, Jr., 
and Dr. Wilson Cunningham); 

Study carrels: J. H. Findorff and 
Son, Inc., Verex Corporation, Dr. 
and Mrs. H. Kent Tenney, Mr. and 
Mrs. Francis T. McCahill, Irwin A. 
Goodman and Robert D. Goodman, 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Bolz, Donald 
R. Stroud and Seward R. Stroud (in 
memory of Ray M. Stroud), John W. 
and Ruth March, Mautz Paint Foun
dation, Jones Dairy Farm, Dr. and 
Mrs. John Talbot, Wisconsin Medical 
Alumni Association. Q 

UW Chancellor Irving Shain speaks at the dedication of the Frank L. Weston Library in the 
Clinical Science Center. 
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Sturdy 'Weston Walker' help 
One of most avid walkers in 
Madison's Village of Maple Bluff is 
81-year old Dr. Frank Weston (2-'23). 

He can be seen walking around 
his neighborhood many times of the 
day - from early morning to after 
dark. His constant companion is the 
"Weston Walker," the sturdy walking 
stick he made from a sapling cut 
from the northern woods. 

"The best part of using the stick is 
that you don't have to lean over," 
Dr. Weston says. "Because of its 
height, you can hold your hand very 
high. That keeps you upright, and it 
gives you better balance, too." 

Weston has been making Weston 
Walkers for about seven years. He's 
not sure how many he has made and 
given away, but his children think in 
terms of 1,000 or more. His six chil
dren, 23 grandchildren and all of his 
friends in and out of the village have 
them. 

"I developed the idea of making 
walking sticks in 1973 after reading 
a book on walking," Dr. Weston 
says. Although he always enjoyed 
the out-of-doors, he really discovered 
walking in retirement. 

" But they -were just walking sticks. 
Then I learned that my grandfather's 
cousin was Edward Payson Weston, 
the champion walker of the late 19th 
century," he says. " He was known as 
'Walker' Weston, so I renamed the 
sticks 'Weston Walkers'." 

"I never met the man, although he 
came through Iowa once," says Dr. 
Weston, an Iowa native. "Whether he 
came through Mason City or Thorn
ton, where I lived, I never knew." 

Unlike Walker Weston, who dis
covered walking in his youth and 
made his living at it, Frank Weston 
- better known as Hoody - began 

walking as a necessity. 
"I began walking when after a 

back operation in 1970, I had to 
learn to walk over again," Weston 
says. He spent 43 years on the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Medical School faculty, and the new 
Clinical Sciences Center library 
bears his name. 

"I was on crutches for quite a 
while. Then I graduated to a cane. I 
started to use a walking stick after I 
found it to be more comfortable and 
helpful." 

He was 72 at the time of his 
operation. When Walker Weston was 
70, he walked from New York to Sar 
Francisco in 104 days and 7 
hours - and back again in only 76 
days. 

"Walker Weston was brought to 
our attention by a patient and a 
book called 'The Magic of Walk
ing,' " says daughter Mary Frautschi. 

Although Father Weston does all 
the finishing, the gathering of sap· 
lings is a family project during sum
mer vacations in Wisconsin's north 
woods. The Westons go en masse 
every summer and rent four or five 
cottages at a time. Everyone goes 
out to find the young trees, and they 
load up their cars at departure time 
to bring them home. 

" Dad cuts his sticks always with 
the idea that he is thinning crowded 
young trees," Mary says. "John 
(Weston's son) goes up north several 
times during the summer and brings 
15 to 50 saplings at a time." Another 
daughter and a grandson have farms 
so there always has been a steady 
supply of raw material. 

Working in what used to be a 
children's playroom in the basement 
or outside the back door, Weston 
works quickly, skinning the bark 
from the fresh wood. 

When the bark is removed, the 
stick is sanded and a rubber tip is 
added to the thinner end. It doesn't 
take long - probably less than an 
hour. The sticks are not varnished, 
but with use they take on a light
brown shade. Weston usually makes 
five or six at a time. 

Dr. Frank Weston with his Weston Walker. - Wisconsin State Journal photo 



walkers get around 
" I usually work with poplar or 

maple, and I look for rather straight 
young trees," he says. " A little curve 
can make the stick interesting, but 
too sharp a curve is no good. 

"A stick serves better if it is tall 
enough - allowing it to be too short 
defeats the purpose." His rule of 
thumb is to fit a stick that is a little 
taller than the person who will use it. 
And for children, "it must not be too 
thick for their little hands." 

Reflective tape is added for those 
who walk at night. 

Weston has become an advocate 
of walking both as exercise and 
enjoyment. 

"As I look at it, the average per
son rides to work and usually has 
less than a block to walk when gets 
there. There is very little activity 
needed in the carrying on of most 
individuals' daily work. 

"Walking is the best exercise. 
Everybody can do it. It isn't costly, 
and the returns a ~:e really great for 
general health. And walking might 
well provide the social hour of the 
day for many people, a time when 

· they can get to know their neighbors 
and families better." 

He has nothing against jogging, if 
the runner has the OK from his 
physician. 

"But walking - it's still better." 
The Westons have used their 

sticks in traveling. 
"We get extra attention on airlines 

if we have the sticks with us," Mrs. 
Weston says. "It's partly because the 
attendants think we are crippled and 
they think we need help. But the 
sticks- well, they're so different." 

And the sticks are getting around 
to other parts of the country. In 
Arizona, the Westons left some with 
police officers who had been helpful 
to them. An 85-year old Texas friend 
flew home last year carrying both 
her cane and a stick. Q 

Dr. Frank Weston has been making Weston Walkers for about seven years. 
- Wisconsin State Journal photo 

This is the second in the Q(]ARTERL Y'S new series. It features 
you, the alumnus, in activities that complement your professional 
career. We need to hear from you to help us make the series a 
lively and interesting one. 

Do you write? Have you published a book lately? We plan to do 
an article about alumni authors. 

Do you jog? Participate in marathons? An article in this series 
will be about alumni runners. 

Have you made a second career in the creative or performing 
arts, such as painting or music? 

Write us a letter, or give us a call as a means to alert us to your 
special interest. We will contact you for more information. 
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From tonsils 
to tires: 

A school in 
a department 

ITEM: A voluntary testing pro
gram in 91 Wisconsin public school 

districts recently found 411, or 78 
percent, of the 527 samples of 

school building or classroom 
materials contain cancer-causing 
asbestos. Ronald H. Laessig, UW

Madison professor of preventive 
medicine and acting director of the 

State Laboratory of Hygiene, is 
spearheading the state's Wisconsin 

School Asbestos Project initiated by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency. 
ITEM: The lowest rates of ton

sillectomies and appendectomies in 
the state of Wisconsin tend to be in 

areas where there are the greatest 
numbers of surgeons and otolaryn
gologists. The figures are part of a 

study of statewide rates for a few 
popular surgical procedures, which 

was published in the Annals of 
Surgery by Dr. Don Detmer, UW

Madison associate professor of 
preventive medicine. 

ITEM: At a rubber tire plant in 
northern Wisconsin 210 workers 

developed similar illnesses. A study 
by members of the UW-Madison 
preventive medicine department 

determined that the workers' health 
problems were related to volatile 

products released from a new syn
thetic rubber formulation designed 

to improve adhesion between the 
tread and the fabric carcass of the 
tire. As a result of their research a 

national study was established of 
working conditions in the rubber in

dustry. The industry itself has set 
aside money so that this research 
can continue and changes can be 

made to improve conditions in fac
tories so that workers are not 

made ill. 

Over the past decade the Depart
ment of Preventive Medicine has 
quietly but effectively become a 
functional equivalent of an excellent 
school of public health with a diver
sity of teaching, research and service 
activities. 

The department's striking growth 
has coincided with the period during 
which Dr. John Rankin, '45, has 
been chairman of preventive 
medicine. TRe Glasgow, Scotland, 
native is a pulmonary specialist. 
Prior to heading preventive medicine 
he had for 11 years directed the 
pulmonary physiology section of the 
cardiovascular research laboratory in 
the department of medicine. Among 
his awards is the Oscar Rennebohm 
Professorship of Medicine. His 
research interests include farmer's 
lung disease, cardiopulmonary 
adaptation to exercise and training, 
and the clinical syndromes 
presented by rubber workers and 
grain workers. 

When Dr. Rankin became chair
man of preventive medicine in 1968, 
the department's faculty consisted of 
the section heads in the State 
Laboratory of Hygiene and three 
researchers there. The emphasis at 
that time was clearly the epidemiol
ogy of infectious disease and the 

space in the State Laboratory of 
Hygiene contained the entire depart
ment. 

Today the public health compo
nent housed in the State Lab is only 
one of the department's three major 
sections. The department has ex
panded into two new areas: the 
social sciences and the environ
mental health sciences. 

Social Sciences 
The developments in the social 

sciences have come about through 
collaborations with other UW col
leges, schools, departments and pro
grams. A quick glance at the faculty 
roster shows department faculty who 
have joint appointments in such 
areas as political science, industrial 
engineering, economics and 
statistics. 

Through their collaboration, 
master's degree programs have been 
developed in hospital administration, 
health systems engineering, public 
policy and administration, and ad
ministrative medicine. These pro
grams are sponsored by the UW
Madison medical and business 
schools, college of engineering, and 
political science department. The 
degrees are ultimately granted by 
the appropriate area. 



Since 1974 there have been 78 
graduates of the Health Services Ad
ministration Program. Of these the 
majority have stayed in Wisconsin to 
help improve the efficiency and 
quality of health care as health plan
ners, nursing home, mental health, 
clinic and hospital adminstrators. 
The Wisconsin Health Services Ad
ministration Program is recognized 
as one of the top four in the country, 
as the new Administrative Medicine 
Program, under the direction of Dr_ 
Don Detmer, is a pioneering pro
gram recognized by the Kellogg 
Foundation and others as a pace set
ter for other universities to follow. 

Interdisciplinary research into 
ways to improve the delivery of 
health services is fostered through 
affiliations with three interdiciplinary 
centers: the International Center for 
Health Services Studies; the Center 
for Advanced Study in Health Care 
Fiscal Management, Organization 
and Control; and the Center for 
Health Systems Research and 
Analysis. 

Environmental 
Health Sciences 

The environmental health sciences 
division of preventive medicine is 
responsible for research and 
teaching in environmental/occupa
tional health and includes sections 
in the following areas: environmental 
medicine and physiology, occupa
tional medicine, epidemiology, 
biostatistics, computer applications, 
behavioral toxicology, human per
formance (including ergonomics), 
bioengineering and related aspects 
of immunology, biochemistry, 
pathology and psychophysiology. 

New master's degrees have been 
developed in epidemiology and en
vironmental toxicology. This year a 
new residency program was started 
in occupational medicine. On the 
drawing board is a minor in 
biogerontology designed for doctoral 
candidates in areas such as anatomy 
and biochemistry. This is an offshoot 
of the work of Everett Smith, an ad
junct assistant professor of Preven
tive Medicine who is studying exer
cise and its effect on osteoporosis 
and hip fractures. 

A behavioral toxicology laboratory 

was recently developed to look at 
poisons that affect behavior or pro
duce subtle psycho-physiological 
changes rather than overt disease. 
This laboratory is also looking at 
stress. The most recent funding in 
this area is from the National In
stitute for Occupational Safety and 
Health to study postal letter sorters 
and video display terminal operators 
whose jobs now involve keeping up 
with the high speed of new letter 
sorting machines or gazing at a 
video display terminal for many 
hours each day. 

The environmental health area 
also links up with a number of other 
UW programs, such as the federal
state funded Sea Grant Program and 
the Center for Environmental Tox
icology, a joint effort with the Col
lege of Agriculture and Life Sciences 
and the School of Pharmacy. The 
diversity of the Department's Pro
grams are illustrated by the com
position of the faculty. Of the 29 
legal faculty, 13 have joint appoint
ments with other schools and col
leges and 8 have joint appointments 
with other departments in the 
Medical School. 

Collaborations 
In all three areas - public health, 

social sciences and environmental 
health - one of the most important 
collaborations is with the Wisconsin 
state government. For example, Pro
fessor Laessig's asbestos detection 
program is a cooperative effort with 
the State Department of Industry, 
Labor and Human Relations, the 
State Department of Public Instruc
tion and the State Department of 
Health and Social Services as well as 
the U.S. Geological Survey in 
Wisconsin. Dr_ Detmer's statewide 

· survey of surgical procedures was 
conducted with Timothy Tyson of 
the State Division of Health. A study 
of grain workers in northern Wiscon
sin and Minnesota who had 
respiratory problems prompted 
Wisconsin Congressman David Obey 
to work for and receive appropria
tion of national funds for a study of 
the American grain industry which 
the department subsequently com
peted successfully for_ 

According to Dr_ Rankin, espe
cially in the broad area of environ
mental health "the most benefits will 
accrue from collaboration between 
preventive medicine and state agen
cies." Actual staffing to this end has 
been started with the joint recruit
ment of a state epidemiologist 
specializing in infectious disease. A 
second epidemiologist has been 
recruited in environmental and 
occupational health. 

Dr_ Rankin says he sees the area 
of occupational health as one in 
which such collaboration is urgently 
needed. He notes that industrial ac
cidents are increasing several 
percentage points a year, and prob
ably cost the State of Wisconsin 
about $400 million annually. Pre
sently available statistics seriously 
understate the enormity of Wiscon
sin's occupational health problem 
and the attendant social costs of 
hazardous working conditions. 

Dr_ Rankin said, "There has been 
no organized program in Wisconsin 
to deal adequately with these prob
lems. We believe we can be most ef
fective in working with the state 
agencies. They need our expertise 
and we heed their cooperation in 
providing access to real world prob
lems for students in our degree pro
grams. Together we can move 
mountains." 

The rapid growth and wide rang
ing programs of preventive medicine 
have, among other testimonies to 
success, that of cost effectiveness. 
Extramural support from federal 
agencies and private foundations ap
proaches $2 million annually for 
research and training activities with 
only a modest base of state funding. 

Major new program developments, 
even in staid academic institutions, 
are customarily announced with ap
propriate fanfare. This has not been 
the case with accomplishments of 
the Department of Preventive 
Medicine, which has come a long 
way in the last decade. Q 19 
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Alumni 
capsules 

'15 
Karl Menninger, 2-'15, Topeka, 
KS, has received four recent 
awards. They include recognition 
by: American Civil Liberty Union, 
American Medical Writers 
Association, National Association 
of Counties and the National 
Association for Suicide Prevention 
and Crisis Intervention. His recent 
Addresses include talks to the 
American Medical Writers 
Association, Hamline University 
Law School, National Youth Con· 
ference. Dr. Menninger is consul
tant to the Five Tribes' residential 
grants for demonstration group 
home projects (HUD) on Arizona 
reservations; extension of the 
work of The Villages, Inc., in 
several other states. 

'29 
Harry Shapiro, '29, Laguna Hills, 
CA, has retired at Leisure World 
in Laguna Hills. 

F. A. Hellebrandt, '29, reports 
that she is living in a retirement 
center and is interested in exer
cise for the person in the eighth 
and ninth decade. She says she 

rides 16 miles a day on a sta
tionary bicycle in two half hour 
bouts. She published "Exercise 
for the Long Term Care Aged: 
Benefits, Deterrents and Hazards" 
in the spring, 1979, Long Term 
Care and Health Services Administra
tion Quarterly, 3:30-47. She says 
she is also studying senile demen
tia and published 'The Senile De
ment in Our Midst" in Geron
tologist, February, 1978, 18:67-70. 

'33 
Lucile Eising, '33, San Francisco, 
CA, has retired. 

'34 
Grant L. Otis, 2-'34, Jackson, Ml, 
retired from seeing patients July 
1, 1977. He works one-quarter 
time as medical advisor for PSRO, 
Area VII (Michigan), which in
cludes the University of Michigan 
and 14 other hospitals. He reports 
that he still plays the violoncello 
in a string quartet, an activity 
which he started in 1946. How
ever, he says osteoarthritis is go
ing to finally make it impossible 
for him to play. As a result he will 
soon have to sell his International
ly Registered St. John de Baptiste 
Vuillaum, built in Paris in 1850. 
He hopes l:o see Lt go to a serious 
student of cello. 

'35 
William D. James, '35, Dousman, 
WI, recently received the annual 
Legion Band Civic Award at the 
Oconomowoc American Legion 
Band concert. Dr. James has 
practiced medicine in 
Oconomowoc and Dousman since 
1937. 

'36 
Louis L. Bensman, '36, recently 
came out of retirement to join his 
son, Alan S. Bensman, '62, in the 
Department of Rehabilitation 
Medicine at Methodist Hospital in 
Minneapolis, MN. Prior to his 
retirement in Dec., 1978, Dr. 
Louis Bensman had been director 
of the Department of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation at 
Minneapolis Mt. Sinai Hospital. 

Before coming to Minneapolis in 
1971 he had been the director of 
the Department of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation at 
Milwaukee Mt. Sinai. 

The Drs. Bensman presented a 
paper on the iliolumbar syndrome 
at the American Academy of 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilita
tion meeting in New Orleans in 
Nov., 1978. 

John J. Robinson, '36, Lake City, 
FL, is just getting out a book, "Of 
Suchness," a novel of about 300 
pages. It is a philosophical story 
with an attempt to convey certain 
Oriental and Buddhist concepts in 
story form. For the past 21 years 
Dr. Robinson has been a path
ologist in the VA Medical Center 
at Lake City. 

Dr. Ernest Drury 

'37 
On Sept. 7 Ernest M. (Duke) 
Drury, '37, ended his 41-year 



medical practice in New Rich
mond, WI. He came to New Rich
mond in 1938 and practiced there 
continuously with the exception of 
a four-year stint in the Air Force 
during World War II. Dr. Drury 
took his internship at Wisconsin 
General Hospital, Madison. He 
and his wife Wylanta have two 
children, Daren Lee and Colin J., 
and five grandchildren. 

'39 
Roy B. Larsen, '39, Wausau, WI 
coordinated a 32-member delega
tion of Wisconsin physicians and 
spouses on a two-week People-to
People goodwill tour to Sweden, 
the Soviet Union, and Switzerland. 
While on the tour physicians had 
the opportunity to visit medical 
facilities in Stockholm, Moscow 
and Zurich, and to compare meth
ods and procedures with physi
cians in the same specialities as 
themselves. 

'43 
H. Laurence Burdick, '43, Milton, 
WI recently retired from his med
ical practice. He served his intern
ship at Ohio Valley General 
Hospital, Wheeling, WV. In 1971 
he received the Pillar of Milton 
Award for outstanding volunteer 
service to his alma mater and the 
cause of private, liberal arts 
education. He .was a 1937 
graduate of Milton College. 
Ralph C. Frank, 2-' 43M, recently 
was reelected president of the 
medical staff of St. Joseph's 
Hospital, Chipp~wa Falls, WI. Dr. 
Frank, a radiologist, has been a 
member of the medical staff since 
1949. 
Eugene J. Nordby, '43M, recently 
was honored with the prestigious 
Knight's Cross, First Class of the 
Royal Order of St. Olav, for his 
work in keeping alive the 
Norwegian heritage in America. 
The medal was given to him on 
behalf of King Olav V of Norway. 
The Medical-Surgical Clinic, 
Milwaukee, WI, recently paid 
tribute to Barney B. Becker, '43N, 
for his 25 years of service. Dr. 

Becker, a general and thoracic 
surgeon, joined the occupational 
and private care clinic's founders, 
Drs. Weisfeldt and Rothman, in 
1952. He is now the longest 
tenured physician at the Clinic. 
Dr. Becker has served as 
secretary for the Medical Society 
of Milwaukee County and also as 
chief of surgery at Mt. Sinai 
Medical Center. 

'45 
On Dec. 1 Henry Peters, · 45, 
Madison, WI, joined his four sons 
in the Civic Chorus and the 
Madison Symphony Orchestra's 
production of "Elijah" in the 
University Pavilion. Dr. Peters, a 
neurologist, is a long standing 
member of the Chorus, having 
joined in 1951. However, the 
December production was the 
first time all of his sons, Henry 
Jr., Kurt, Eric and Mark, joined 
him. 

The two elder sons, Henry and 
Kurt, have been with Civic Chorus 
for six years while their younger 
siblings are new members. Like 
the Chorus itself, father and sons 
are associated with the University 
of Wisconsin. Dr. Peters is pro
fessor of neurology and rehabilita
tion medicine; Kurt has recently 

graduated, and Henry, Eric and 
Mark are currently enrolled. 

'46 

Dr. Clifton Brooks 

Clifton R. Brooks, Sr., '46, was 
chairman of local arrangements in 
October for the annual meeting of 
the Society for Clinical Ecology. 
Dr. Brooks is the medical officer 
at the 143rd Evacuation Hospital, 
California Army National Guard, 
Armed Forces Reserve Center, 
Los Alamitos, CA. He also is the 
designated aviation medical 
examiner for the Federal Aero
nautics Administration (FAA), and 
FAA accident prevention 

Continued on following page 

Dr. Henry Peters (right) leads his sons (from left) Eric, Kurt, Henry and Mark, in some 
uocals. - Capital Times photo. 
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counselor for the Long Beach 
Flight Standards District Office 
and medical officer and flight 
surgeon for the California Army 
National Guard. He is assistant 
clinical professor of pediatrics at 
the University of California, Irvine, 
instructor in aviation at The Eve
ning College, Costa Mesa, CA, 
and instructor in aviation at Ran· 
cho Santiago Community College 
District, Santa Ana, CA. In 1978 
he published "Hints on the Aller· 
gy Diet," a manual for patients. 
Last May he was admitted to the 
Military and Hospitaller Order of 
St. Lazarus of Jerusalem in the 
Grade of Officer Companion in 
the Grand Priory of America. 

'47 
T. M. Gocke, '47, Jupiter, FL, is 
trying the solo practice of 
medicine for the first time after 
being a physician for 32 years. He 
writes that he is enjoying it and 
the new environs to which he 
moved in June from his former 
New Jersey home. 

'49 
Harold Fishbain, '49, last July 
became director of the inpatient 
unit of the Greene Memorial 
Hospital, Xenia, OH. Previously he 
had been medical director of the 
community mental health 
program. 

'51 
Alice R. McPherson, '51, a 
Houston eye physician and 
surgeon, has been elected second 
vice president of the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology. Dr. 
McPherson's ophthalmology 
residency was at University 
Hospital. 

'54 
Emanuel M. Stadlan, '54, is chief, 
research program in multiple 
sclerosis, sclerosing and infec
tious diseases, National Institute 
of Neurological and Communica
tive Disorders and Stroke of the 
National Institutes of Health. 

Robert T. Capps, '54, Portland, 

Dr. Robert Capps 

OR, was re-elected vice president 
for scientific affairs of The 
American Society of Anesthesiol
ogists at its annual meeting in 
October. He is a staff member of 
the anesthesia department at Pro
vidence Medical Center and Good 
Samaritan Hospital and Medical 
Center, both in Portland. 

Dr. Capps is a former president 
of the Oregon State Society of 
Anesthesiologists and is a trustee 
of the Multnomah County Medical 
Society. He is also chairman of 
the Board of Censors of the 
Oregon Medical Association and a 
member of the American Medical 
Association, American College of 
Anesthesiologists, International 
Anesthesia Research Society and 
American Federation for Clinical 
Research. 

'57 
William H. Nicolaus, '57, formerly 
of Green Bay, has recently ac
cepted an anesthesiology position 
in group practice with the Kaiser
Permanente Medical Group in San 
Rafael, CA. During his 1975-1977 
military assignments at the Na
tional Naval Medical Center and 
the Naval Medical Research In
stitute, Bethesda, MD, he par
ticipated in investigational hyper
baric projects involving both 
anesthesia and undersea 
medicine. Dr. Nicolaus was ap
pointed assistant professor in the 
department of anesthesiology at 
the University of Missouri School 
of Medicine, practicing at the 

University Medical Center and the 
Veteran's Administration Hospital 
in Columbia, MO, until moving to 
California in August, 1979. 

'58 
Darold A. Treffert, '58, recently 
resigned as administrator of Win· 
nebago Mental Health Institute, a 
position he held for 15 years. Dr. 
Treffert has become the director 
of the Fond du Lac County 
Medical Health Center and pro
gram/clinical director of the Fond 
du Lac County Unified Board. 
Along with his new position in 
Fond du Lac, Wis., he will con
tinue his private practice. 

'60 
Alan E. Lasser, '60, has been pro
moted to associate professor of 
clinical dermatology at Northwest
ern University Medical School. 

'64 
Josef Vosmek, '64, Wausau, WI, 
began full-time duties at the 
Edgar Medical Center on Sept. 4. 
He is a member of the family 

, practice department at Wausau 
Hospital. 

Dr. Vosmek and his wife Bar
bara have three daughters, Ruth, 
13, Sharon, 12, and Joanne, 6. He 
was in private practice in Kiel for 
eight years. Previous to that he 
and his wife, a registered nurse, 
spent two years as missionaries in 
Ethiopia. He was in public health 
service on a Navajo reservation in 
New Mexico before that. 

'65 
John N. Drye, '65, was recertified 
in family practice in 1979. He 
writes that Gary Wandschneider, 
'71, Spokane, was a very suc
cessful program chairman for the 
Washington State Academy Fami· 
ly Practice annual meeting in 
Spokane last May. He says that 
Dr. Wandschneider was elected 
1979-80 secretary-treasurer of the 
Washington AFP at the meeting. 
He also notes that O.C. Olson, 
'36, is director of medical educa
tion, Deaconness Hospital , Spo
kane, and is still very active in 
diabetes teaching programs. 



'67 

Dr. Joseph Bongiorno 

Joseph A. Bongiorno, '67, is in 
private practice of .psychiatry in 
Chicago, IL, and is completing 
psychoanalytic studies at the 
Chicago Institute for Psycho
analysis. 

In October Dr. Bongiorno 
addressed approximately 6,000 
teachers at the annual convention 
of the Wisconsin Education 
Association. The title of his talk 
was "Education in a Troubled 
Society." 

'71 
John Van Gernert, Jr., '71, is 
currently a captain in the Medical 
Corps in San Antonio, TX. In 
June of 1980 he will be joining an 
ophthalmology group in Spokane, 
WA. 

'72 
Jay lams, '72, will finish his 
perinatology fellowship in June 
and become assistant professor of 
obstetrics and gynecology at the 
University of New Mexico School 
of Medicine in Albuquerque. He is 
the father of three boys, Andy, 5 , 
Steven, 4 , and Alex, 2 , with a 
fourth child on the way. 

Dr. lams reports that he saw Dr. 
Dan Scheible, '72, who is in 
Akron, OH, at Akron General 
Hospital, where he is director of 
the residency in emergency medi
cine. He says he recommends the 
Ohio State residency in ob/ gyn to 
any interested UW students. 
Nicolas Maragos, '72, is musical 

director of a pop singing group 
called "Special Delivery" in 
Rochester, MN. He arranges and 
composes music. 

'74 
Robert M. Goisman, '7 4, is an 
instructor in the Harvard Medical 
School psychiatry department and 
a staff psychiatrist at the 
Massachusetts Mental Health 
Center and Brighton-Allston Men
tal Health Clinic, all in the Boston 
area. His major interests are in 
psychiatric education and com
munity psychiatry. He reports that 
he sees Alan S. Barry, '74 
(formerly Alan B. Slutsky) quite 
often. He is also an instructor at 
Harvard's psychiatry department 
and on the staff of Mclean 
Hospital. Dr. Goisman's first 
article, a book review, was 
published in Comprehensive 
Psychiatry in March, 1978. 
Earl W. Nepple, '7 4, and his wife 
Mary Ann have a blue eyed, 
blonde little girl born in Sept. , 
1978. Following two years of in
ternal medicine residency in 
Denver and Phoenix, Dr. Nepple 
completed an ophthalmology 
residency at the UW Center for 
Health Sciences last J une. He 
writes that he will complete -a s ix 
month post-residency fellowship 
and begin the solo prac-tice of 
ophthalmology in Flagstaff, AZ, in 
March. 
James Magnusen, '7 4 , completed 
oral exams in Philade lphia in 
October and now is Diplomate of 
the American Board of 
Ophthalmology. 

'75 
Robert Sonntag, '75, joined the 
Nicollet Clinic, Minneapolis, MN, 
in July afte r complet ing his 
residency at the Medical College 
of Wisconsin. He is staffing a 
suburban branch of the clinic in 
Wayzata, MN. He and his wife Kay 
have a new son, Matthew. 
Michael Hawes, '75, completed 
his residency in ophthalmology at 
the University of Colorado 
Medical Center in Denver this 

year. Currently he is doing a 
fellowship in ophthalmic plastic 
surgery with Dr. Richard Dortz
bach of UW-Madison and Davis
Duehr Eye Associates. He and his 
wife Susie have a year old 
daughter, Erin. 
Susan F. Behrens, '75, has 
completed a General Surgery 
Residency at La Crosse Lutheran 
Hospital and Gundersen Clinic, La 
Crosse, WI. 

She presented a paper entitled 
'The Stapled Low Anterior 
Anastomosis-Technique and 
Results" at the Wisconsin Surgical 
Society meeting at Wausau 1978, 
and was awarded a first place in 
the resident competition. Dr. 
Behrens is the first resident from 
La Crosse and the first woman 
physician to receive the award in 
the many years that the Surgical 
Society has been in existence. 

Dr. Behrens is presently on a 
fellowship in Colon and Rectal 
Surgery at the Ferguson-Droste
Ferguson Hospital in Grand 
Rapids, Ml 

Robert Ma~:.ek, '75, recently joined 
the Medical Associates Health 
Center in Menomonee Falls. Dr. 
Marek is a dermatologist. 

Dr. Christopher L arson 

Christopher L. Larson, '75, a 
native of Sheboygan, WI, has 
returned to his home town to 
begin practice in ophthalmology. 
He and Robert Pointer, '57, are 
located in the new Medical Eye 
Associates of Sheboygan building. 
He served his internship at 

Continued on following page 
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Presbyterian Medical Center in 
Denver, Colo., and his residency 
in ophthalmology at University 
Hospital, Madison. Dr. Larson, his 
wife Randi, and their two-year-old 
son Todd live at 1204 N. 4th St., 
Sheboygan. 

'76 

Robert Bast, '76, has completed a 
residency in internal medicine at 
the University of Florida. He is 
now in his first year of pulmonary 
fellowship at Bellevue Hospital 
and New York University Medical 
Center in Manhattan. 

Dr. Paul Elbing Amery Free Press photo 

Paul Elbing, '76, Amery, WI, 
recently completed a three-year 
family practice residency in Eau 
Claire, WI, and has joined the · 
staff of the Cornwall Clinic. Two 
of the four othe r physicians at the 
clinic are UW alumni: H. A. 
Dasler, '44, and Daniel 

Schroeder, '65. 
James C. Turner, '76, Ft. 
Defiance, AZ, is chief of internal 
medicine at the Ft. Defiance 
Public Health Service Indian 
Hospital on the Navajo Indian 
Reservation in Northwest Arizona. 
He recently completed a residency 
in internal medicine at the Univer
sity of Virginia in Charlottesville. 
He and his wife, Nancy, have a 
son, Eric, one. 

Curtis W. Hancock, '76, 
Sheboygan, WI, recently joined 
the medical staff of the 
Sheboygan Clinic. He served his 
internship and residency at Bron
son and Borgess hospitals, 
Kalamazoo, MI. Dr. Hancock, a 
specialist in internal medicine, 
also served in the U.S. Army in 
Seoul, Korea, from 1969-1972. 

Dennis Henzig, '76, Wisconsin 
Rapids, has joined the Riverview 
Hospital medical staff. 

'77 
JohnS. Toohey, '77, Portland, 
OR, is currently a resident in 
orthopedic surgery, a program 
which he started in July, 1978, at 
the University of Oregon Health 
Science Center. 

Former Housestaff 
D. S. Bruno, '61 -'64, Milwaukee, 
WI, is president of the medical 
staff at St. Michael Hospital, 
Milwaukee. His interests include 
sailing, travelling and hip and 
knee surgery. 
Michael Allan, '69-'7 4, La Canada, 
CA, writes that he would like to 
see UW at the Rose Bowl! 
Paul M. Grossberg, '75-'78, 
recently became associated with 
the Doctor's Park Family Physi
cians in Platteville, WI. A pediatri
cian, Dr. Grossberg graduated 
from the State University of New 
York, Upstate Medical Center in 
Syracuse. For the past year he 
has served as director of the 
Student Health Service at UW
Piatteville and will continue work
ing on campus for the remainder 
of the 1979-80 academic year. 

Gary Bridgewater, '76-'78, 
Madison, recently became the 
medical director of the DeForest 
Clinic. He graduated from the 
University of Illinois Medical 
School and served his internship 
in Boston. Dr. Bridgewater also is 
a medical consultant at the 
Oakhill Correctional Institute, 
Oregon. Q 

Necrology 
Dr. Harold V. Ellingson, '41, 

Columbus, OH, Oct. 24, 
1979. 

Dr. Kenneth E. Ender, '58, 
Pinole, CA, Sept. 27, 1979. 

Dr. Kevin T. Kelly, '78, 
Houston, TX, Oct. 29, 
1979. 

Dr. Otto A. Mortensen, '29, 
Menlo Park, CA, Oct. 18, 
1979. (See article) 

Dr. William A. Sannes, '31, 
Soldiers Grove, WI, Sept. 
17, 1979. 

Dr. Leo J. Schweiger, 2-'25, 
West Bend, WI, Oct. 30, 
1979. 

Dr. Darrell S. Sharp, '29, 
Hayward, WI, Oct. 1, 1979. 

Dr. Gerald W. Shaw, 2-'28, 
Santa Monica, CA, Oct. 22, 
1979. 

Dr. James J. Swendson, 2-'20, 
St. Paul, MN, Oct. 4, 1979. 

Dr. Donald F. Wagner, '70, 
Biloxi, MS, 1977. 

Dr. Mortensen dies 
Emeritus Professor of Anatomy, 
Otto Axel Mortensen, '29, died in 
Menlo Park, CA, Oct. 18 of an ap
parent heart attack. He was 77. 
Characterized as the medical 
school's Mr. Chips, Dr. Mortensen 
was associated with the medical 
school for his entire professional 
career. 

He was chairman of the Depart
ment of Anatomy from 1950 to 
1967 and served as Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs from 



Dr. Otto A. Mortensen 

1948 to 1967. In this capacity he 
was responsible for student 
admissions and advising of 
premedical and medical students. 
He retired and was awarded emer· 
itus status in 1972. 

Since his retirement he served 
as visiting professor of anatomy 
at Stanford University Medical 
School in Palo Alto, CA. 

Dr. Mortensen was born in 
Milwaukee, WI June 4, 1902. All 
his degrees were from the UW: 
B.S., 1927; M.S., 1928; and M.D. 
1929. After an internship at Kan· 
sas City Research Hospital he 
joined the medical school faculty 
as an instructor in anatomy in 
1930. 

He served as a member of the 
Research Career Awards Commit
tee and the Anatomy Training 
Grants Committee of the National 
Institutes of Health and was a con
sultant to the international coop
erative administration. He spent 
1958 in Peru as a consultant to 
the Peruvian government on the 
planning and initiation of modern 
methods of medical education. 

From 1953 until 1970 he was a 
member of the Madison General 
Hospital board of directors. He 
served as president of the hospi
tal's Medical and Surgical Foun
dation from 1968 until 1972. 

His research contributions were 
in the areas of the anatomy of 
cerebrospinal fluid drainage via 
lymphatic channels and electro
myographic studies of single 
neuromotor units. 

He was frequently cited for his 
teaching excellence and concern 
for students. He received the 
Medical School Award for 
Distinguished Teaching in 1972 
and the Emeritus Faculty Award 
of the Medical Alumni Associa
tion in 1973. 

He is survived by his wife, Lila, 
in Menlo Park, CA, and by three 
children, Margaret, Peter and 
Charles. 

The family has requested that 
contributions be made payable to 
the Otto A. Mortensen Memorial 
Scholarship Fund and set to the 
Medical School Administration, 
Room 758 WARF Building, 610 
Walnut Street, Madison, WI 
53706.Q 

Anesthesia architect, 
Dr. Waters, dies 
UW Emeritus Professor of 
Anesthesiology, Dr. Ralph Milton 
Waters, died at his home in 
Orlando, FL, December 19. He 
was 96. 

Dr. Waters was the architect of 
the anethesiology program at 
Wisconsin and contributed greatly 
to the establishment of anesthesia 
on a scientific basis. The Wiscon
sin anesthesiology program be
came a model for other medical 
schools and his residency training 
program produced the chairmen 
of departments at many well 
known institutions. Clinicians 
came to Wisconsin from many 
other countries to study the art of 
anesthesia and to observe the 
organization of a teaching 
department. 

During his professional career 
Dr. Waters published over 100 
scientific papers including studies 
on many of the important anes
thetic drugs - hypnotics and 
sedatives. He encouraged his 
residents to seek answers to 
clinical problems in the laboratory 
by use of animal models. He is 
credited with the introduction of 
cyclopropane in anesthesia. 

~I 
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Dr. Ralph Waters 

Among the numerous honors 
he received are: The Order of 
VASA from King Gustav of 
Sweden in 1947; an honorary 
degree from the University of 
Wisconsin in 1951 ; an honorary 
degree from Western Reserve in 
1957; the first presidency of the 
American Board of Anesthesiolo
gy; the Distinguished Service 
Award of the American Society of 
Anesthesiology; the Hickman 
Award of the Society of 
Anesthetists of Great Britain and 
Ireland; and the Emeritus Faculty 
Award of the UW Medical Alumni 
Association. An annual Ralph 
Waters Scholarship is awarded to 
a junior UW medical student. 

Dr. Waters is survived by four 
children including Darwin Waters, 
MD, a Madison anesthesiologist. 

Dr. Ralph Waters was born in 
rural Ohio on October 9 , 1883. 
He received his MD degree in 
1912 from Western Reserve 
University. After general practice 
in Sioux City, lowa,and the prac
tice of anesthesia in Kansas City, 
he joined the faculty of the UW 
Medical School in February, 
1927. He headed the Anesthes
iology Department from that date 
until his resignation in January 
1949 because of ill health. Q 25 
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Faculty 
news 
briefs 

Dr. Elizabeth Miller 

Elizabeth C. Miller, PhD, UW pro
fessor of oncology and associate 
director of McArdle Laboratory 
for Cancer Research, shares the 
1979 Griffuel Cancer Research 
Prize for her work in chemical 
carcinogens. 

The $35,000 prize was 
established in 1970 by the estate 
of Leopold Griffuel, a French 
patron of the arts. Prof. Miller was 
honored along with Charlotte 
Friend, a researcher at New York's 
Mt. Sinai Medical Center, who was 
cited for her work in the path
ological causes of cancer and 
leukemia controi.Q 

George W. Wirtanen, MD, UW 
professor of radiology and human 
oncology, was recently named 
associate director of the Wiscon
sin Clinical Cancer Center and 
head of the Division of Radiation 
Oncology within the Department 
of Human Oncology at the UW 
Medical SchooL Dr. Wirtanen's 
work focuses on a unique type of 
radiotherapeutic tumor localiza
tion and the use of intra-arterial 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy 
for the treatment of unresectable 
tumors.Q 

Search Committees have been 
appointed for candidates for chair
manships of psychiatry and 
medical microbiology. Dr. 
William McKinney wishes to re
linquish the psychiatry chair to 
devote more time to scholarly ac
tivities. Dr. Joe B. Wilson, 
medical microbiology, has gra
ciously served beyond the time of 
his original commitment He is 
assuming a part-time position in 
the Chancellor's office directing 
the academic planning function. 

Search Committees are well 
underway for chairmen appoint
ments in the departments of fami
ly medicine and practice, 
medicine, and neurology. Q 

Guillermo Ramirez, professor of 
human oncology, has recently 
been awarded an honorary aca
demic degree from the Pontificia 
Universidad Catolica De Chile 
(Pontifical Catholic University of 
Chile) in recognition of his work 
in the cancer field and his interest 
in the advancement of the Latin 
American scientific community. Q 

Marty Kanarek, PhD, assistant 
professor of preventive medicine, 
has been awarded a $9,934 grant 
from the U.S. Environmental Pro
tection Agehcy. He will study 
chlorinated water In Wisconsin 
and its possible link with cancer 
in humans. Q ~ 

Diane Norback, '7 4, pathology, 
was one of two UW physicians 
receiving $10,000 Junior Faculty 
Clinical Fellowships from the 
American Cancer Society (ACS). 
Robert Earhart Jr., oncology, 
received the same award. 

Dennis Citrin and Richard Love, 
both of oncology, and Josh 
Tunca, gynecologic oncology, 
each received $8,000 ACS 
Fellowships. Thomas Davis, on
cology, and Michael Kademian, 
radiation oncology, each received 
$6,000 fellowships.Q 

The Department of Ophthalmol
ogy has received a $109,000 
grant from the National Institutes 
of Health for a five-year study to 
determine the prevalence and 

severity of diabetic retinopathy in 
an 11-county area in southern 
Wisconsin. Ronald Klein, MD, is 
principal investigator for the proj
ect, which began July 1. Q 

The title of Medical School Assis
tant Dean John Anderson has 
been changed from "Assistant 
Dean for Education" to "Assistant 
Dean for Students."Q 

William W. Busse, '66, associate 
professor of medicine, has re
ceived a five-year Allergic 
Diseases Academic Award from 
the National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases. He will be 
investigating the mechanism of 
virus-induced asthma. Q 

Michael Shanahan, PhD, assistant 
professor of physiology, was 
awarded a three-year grant by NIH 
for $90,000. He will study the 
molecular mechanisms of insulin 
in skeletal muscle membrane.Q 

Guenter B. Risse, MD, PhD, a 
professor in the History of 
Medicine Department, recently 
returned from an extensive tour of 
L&tin American countries spon
sored by the World Health 
Organization. In his travels he 
established personal contact with 
medical historians, evaluated ar
chival sources and gave lectures 
in Mexico, Guatemala, Venezuela, 
Peru, and Argentina. Dr. Risse 
was elected corresponding 
member of the Sociedad Mex
icana de Historia y Filosofia de Ia 
Medicina in Mexico City. Q 

Robert F. Schilling, '43, 
Washburn Professor of Medicine, 
received the Distinguished Service 
Award from the Milwaukee 
Academy of Medicine on Nov. 20. 
The honor carries a monetary 
prize and the opportunity to ad
dress the Academy on a subject 
of potential interest to an eclectic 
medical audience. Dr. Schilling 
presented " A Hematologist's View 
of the Cancer Problem." Q 

Rudolph C. Hecht, Department of 
Family Medicine and Practice and 
Honorary Consul of Mexico in 
Madison, WI was a guest speaker 
at the First World Congress on 



Environmental Health in Develop
ment Planning in Mexico City, 
Nov. 12-16.Q 

The UW ophthalmology depart
ment is involved in two nation
wide studies on aspects of 
diabetic retinopathy. A study 
begun this summer involves the 
early use of a surgical technique 
to replace the vitreous. It is being 
led by UW ophthalmology pro
fessor Dr. Matthew D. Davis and 
involves 14 medical institutions. 
The second study begun in 
November involves the UW and 
21 other medical institutions. It 
has three aspects: to examine 
whether regular use of aspirin 
reduces eye complications in 
diabetics, whether .early use of 
lasers to destroy blood vessels in 
the eye can prevent vision prob
lems in diabetics and whether 
lasers can prevent fluid retention 
in the center of the retina. 

The studies are among the 
largest clinical studies undertaken 
in this country and will involve 
more than 3,400 diabetics. Re
sults are not expected until the 
m id 1980's. The studies are being 
supported by the National Eye In
stitute of the National Institutes of 
Health. In both studies, photo
graphs taken periodically of the 
rear of the eye of participants will 
be analyzed by UW eye 
specialists. Q 

UW Medical School researchers in 
the oncology department have 
been awarded research grants 
totalling $238,559 by the 
American Cancer Society. 

Dr. William Sugden, assistant 
professor of oncology, has re
ceived a four-year $150,000 facul
ty research award. He will in
vestigate the Epstein-Barr virus -
a virus known to cause Burkitt's 
lymphoma - and 
Nasopharyngenal carcinoma. 

Dr. Rex Risser, assistant pro
fessor of oncology, was awarded a 
$60,000 one-year research grant. 
He will study cell surface markers 
of leukemia cells in mice, and 
how viruses may stimulate the 
markers to produce leukemia. 

Dr. Robert Whitehead was 
given a one-year $28,000 
postdoctoral research fellowship. 
He will examine the relationship 
between gene activation and pro
tein changes that occur during 
carcinogenesis. Q 

William Clancy, MD, head of 
the UW sports medicine depart
ment, will be attending the Winter 
Olympics at Lake Placid as one of 
the many on-the-scene doctors 
who will give medical treatment. 
An orthopedic surgeon, Dr. 
Clancy graduated from the State 
University of New York and com
pleted his internship at St. Luke's 
Hospital at Columbia University in 
New York. Q 

Since everybody calls it 0-B-G-Y
N instead of G-Y-N-0-B, it's been 
changed to conform with the 
usual practice. 

The Department of Gynecology 
and Obstetrics has been changed 
to the Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology. 

The name change was initiated 
last spring and has since been 
reviewed by the medical school 
faculty, medical school dean, 
chancellor, academic planning 
council and faculty senate. 

According to MediCal Scl}ool 
Dean Arnold L. Brown Jr., 
" It's a lot to do about nothing, but 
the mechanism is there and we 
have to follow it." Q 

Dr. Jimmie Holland 

Dr. Jimmie Holland, a psychiatrist 
at the Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center in New York and a 

professor of psychiatry at Cornell 
University Medical College, re
cently spent several days at UW 
as a Karl Beyer Visiting Professor. 
Karl Beyer, a Madison native who 
received UW PhD, MD and honor
ary degrees, has established a 
fund to bring " distinguished scien
tists who have made significant, 
fundamental contributions to 
medical science which, preferably, 
have practical applications to the 
understanding or treatment of 
disease." Dr. Holland joins the 
long list of people who have 
received this important honor and 
have shared their knowledge with 
the University of Wisconsin staff.Q 

The Department of Radiology 
conference room has been named 
the "John H. Juhl Seminar Room" 
in honor of emeritus professor 
John H. Juhl. Q 

Three UW medical alumni are 
among a number of new faculty 
members. 

William Scheibel, '7 4, was 
recently named assistant director 
of the Department of Family 
Medicine ahd Practice at the 
Verona Clinic. Dr. Scheibel was 
formerly in private practice. 

John E. Carroll, Jr., '74, 
has joined the Department of 
Medicine and John A. Kozarek, 
'75, has been appointed an in
structor in diagnostic radiology. 

Other new faculty members in
clude: Anatomy, Dr. Alphonse 
Sirica; Family Medicine & Prac
tice, Drs. Robert E. Stelle, 
Patrick Connerly and Ernest D. 
Wertz Uoint appointment with 
Human Oncology); Medicine, Drs. 
Carolyn Bell, Peter Kosolcharoen 
and Lawrence E. Fleming; 
Pediatrics, Drs. Marjorie Tripp 
and Elaine Mischler (was part
time); Physiology, Dr. Richard 
Moss; Psychiatry, Dr. Carl J. Get
to; Radiology, Drs. Howard 
Gould, Jeffrey Brown, Howard 
Raymondand Robert Lieberman; 
Dr. Finn E. Liieas has been nam
ed an honorary fellow in 
diagnostic radiology for one year; 
Surgery, Drs. Thomas Erbach 
and James L. Weese. Q 
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Women 
I 

1n 
medicine 

Myth, Ms. 
or Dr.? 
Kay E. Jewell, M.D., 79 

On May 14, 1979, with the 
assistance of the UW Medical 
Alumni Association, the Women 
in Medicine In Wisconsin spon
sored an evening program "Myth, 
Ms., or Dr_?: Myths About Women 
as Physicians," for students, 
physicians-in-training, and physi
~ians in general. 

As we were preparing for the 
program, we met with a variety of 
responses: "there's a lot you 
should keep myths," "who'd be in
terested anyway?", "what do you 
need UW older women around 
for?", "are men welcome?", and 
others_ But mos important, we 
met with an overwhelming 
number of people in attendance 
that night_ 

Over 200 students, residents, 
physicians, friends, and other pro
fessionals, including men, came 
to share the evening and hear Dr_ 
Carol Nadalson, Beth Israel 
Hospital, Boston, and Dr_ Patricia 
Stuff, Bonduel, Wis., speak. They 
were an exciting combination. 

Dr_ Nadelson reminded us that 
women have always been health · 
care providers from a home nurse 
role to midwifery and doctor, not 
only in the U.S. but other coun
tries since time immemorial. 

When Dr_ Stuff addressed the 
myths, she pointed out that there 

Women in Medicine in Wisconsin program were 
Nadelson and Dr. Patricia Stuff, speakers, and Dr. Kay E. Jewell, co-chair of the program. 

are differences in practice pat
terns, some not so significant but 
real differences as seen from two 
perspectives. The first is the conti
nuing role most women physi
cians play by societal and per
sonal expectations_ This is the 
role of the total homemaker and 
childraiser, which requires quite 
some time in the day and pro
duces tl=:!e "superwoman." She is 
many times isolated from profes
sional contact because of home 
responsibtlities and isolated from 
the traditional contact because of 
professional responsibilities. 

The second perspective pertains 
to the health status of our male 
colleagues who've set such stan
dards of work that 60 hours a 
week is considered part-time and 
illness, suiCide and drug addiction 
take a heavy toll. Dr_ Stuffs com
ment, "Frankly, I'm not 
interested" in meeting that stan
dard raised the point that rather 
than measuring up, physicians 
should reconsider their priorities 
of work and personal life - a 
task already tackled by many 
young physicians today. 

One of the most satisfying per
sonal aspects of the entire night 
was the sense of direction that 
many of us came away with_ 
Perhaps for many men and 

women this is the hardest part to 
appreciate about the interest in 
forming an organization compos
ed of women physicians of all 
ages_ If you search for images of 
physicians, they're abundant in all 

, ages and sizes. Ther are TV per
sonalities - Marcus Welby, Ben 
Casey, and old Doc Adams_ In 
real life there are Schweitzer, 
Sauk, Pasteur, Oster, Harvey and 
even revolutionaries - Che 
Guervera, as well as our local 
family doctors (for the most part 
male). 

But all of us wear two hats, one 
as physicians, and one as 
men/women. For women, there 
are few who wear the hat of physi
cians either in our immediate 
lives or in our heroes. Not many 
of us knew of Dr_ Kate Newcomb 
or Dorothy Reed Mendenhall. 
There's little sense of the personal 
development, the young doctor 
and the aging doctor, the doctor 
handling the stress, giving orders, 
surviving the difficulties of the 
early years, the warmth of cure. 

Like many men who are con
cerned that the women's move
ment will make men out of 
women, we are concerned that 
our models for professional and 
personal development include 
men and women. Simply sharing 



"In a sense, it's ironic 
and necessary: the more 
of a sense of history 
and awareness of 
ourselves as women 
physicians we achieve, 
the more we find we 
have in common 
with our male 
colleagues . . . . " 

an evening, a dinner conversation, 
can add to that perspective of 
"what I might be like" as I 
develop and age. 

In a sense, it's ironic and 
necessary: the more of a sense of 
history and awareness of our
selves as women physicians we 
achieve, the more we find we 
have in common with our male 
colleagues. We come full circle. 

The next step in completing 
that circle will be our next pro
gram, again in conjunction with 
the State Medical Society Annual 
Meeting, March 28, 1980. The 
program will be about dual career 
couples. It's a response to our cur· 
rently or potentially being part of 
a couple with two careers and 
many of our male colleagues 
sharing the same situation. It will 
feature a woman and man physi
cian speaking to the intrapersonal 
aspects of the new roles, the con
flicts, needs, and controversy 
generated (e.g., who nurtures 
whom on those rough days, 
whose career takes priority and 
what effect that has personally). 

We're expecting to see even 
more of our women and men col
leagues at this, the second Annual 
Program. Q 

I 
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Medical students and faculty got the chance to relax a bit at the first of four TGIFs of the year at 
Union South. - Photo by Tom Rust 

A bowlful about tuition 
increases and loan forgiveness 
Gordon G. Koltis, MED Ill, Class President 

The Fall, 1979, QOARTERL Y 
gave you some vague information 
about a couple of issues which 
deserve to be served to you by 
the bowlful: the increase in 
medical school tuition, and the 
state legislature's attempt to at· 
tract primary care physicians to 
underserved rural Wisconsin areas 
through a loan forgiveness pro
gram. Both issues are in some 
aspects importantly related. 

The federal capitation funds 

which had given partial support to 
the UW Medical School (and other 
med schools) in the past are now 
all but gone. Beyond this, the 
Wisconsin State Legislature calm
ly refuses to have the state pick 
up the tab, so the medical 
students must dig into what, for 
most of them, are already empty 
pockets to offset the deficit. 
Modest increases in tuition are 
not unexpected, but the tuition 
will increase from $2600/yr. at 

Continued on following page 
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present to $5800/yr. in 1982. This 
is just the beginning. It is well 
understood that once tuition goes 
up it will never go down. 

The second issue peaks in here. 
How does a state get primary care 
physicians to underserved areas? 
The legislature thinks that the 
way to do so is to offer money to 
those who do not expect to make 
"big money" in the first place 
(like offering a banana instead of 
a carrot to a rabbit). So last 
spring they proposed forgiving 
$5000/yr. for four years if the 
physician is in an underserved 
area and is practicing primary 
care. This is where the "catch 22" 
comes. Some important points to 
note are: the only forgivable loans 
are those from a specific state 
fund, for which a student must 
qualify (qualification standards 
unknown), and of course there 
will not be enough money for 
every needy student. So if one 
does not q1,1alify for this particular 
loan, even if she/he is a FP in a 
Wisconsin town of population 42, 
she/he gets no forgiveness of any 
debt. These $1 0,000/yr. 
maximum loans will be far from 
sufficient when tuition is 
$10- $12,000/yr. 

State Senator Offner and 
Representative Czerwinski 
authored the bill for this short
sighted loan forgiveness program, 
and UW medical students pound
ed Sen. Offner as he stood before 
them in a meeting on campus last 
May. He could only return sar
donic smiles, and show a pro
found lack of understanding of 
what motivates medical students 
to choose to practice in rural 
areas. 

The students fought a losing 
battle complicated from all 
directions. At a public hearing 
concerning the Czerwinski-Offner 
bill last May many med. students 

turned out to address the state 
committee that was studying the 
bill. Student after student spoke 
in opposition to the bill. In the 
midst of our statements came two 
important speakers. The president 
of the Wisconsin Medical Society, 
and a representative of the 
Wisconsin Academy of Family 
Physicians. Both said roughly, 
" . . . . we do not believe this plan 
is a good one, and it will probably 
not provide the service wanted or 
needed in our state, but if the 
legislature decides to support this 
proposal 'we' will support your 
decision." 

In the past Wisconsin admis
sions interviewers always asked, 
"In what type of practice are you 
interested?" (looking for primary 
care), and, "Where will you prac
tice?" (looking for Wisconsin rural 
areas). 

When Wisconsin follows 
Georgetown's example by reach
ing a tuition of about $12,000/yr., 
we, like them, will J irst ask, " How 
will you pay for your education?" 
The answers are clear. Those who 
will be able to~afford to go will be 
unlikely to practice in Wisconsin's 
rural areas. Small town, low or 
middle income family students 
will not be in the UW Medical 
School. This will be a school for 
the wealthy, because no one else 
will be able to bear the financial 
burden. For those who cannot, liv· 
ing day by day will become dif
ficult when every dollar bill has a 
promissory note stapled to it. 

So what will happen? The tui
tion will continue to increase. UW 
Medical School classes will still 
be full, but those students will be 
unlikely to practice primary care 
in "What Town?", Wisconsin. The 
students lose now, Wisconsin 
citizens will lose five or ten years 
from now. It gets mixed together 
in the long run. Have a bowlful. Q 

Admission statistics 
dispute truism 
One of the truisms of our age is 
that it is almost impossible for a 
student to get into medical school 
unless he is (a) a genius or (b) rich 
- and that it never hurts to be 
both. 

But admissions statistics from 
the University of Wisconsin
Madison and the Medical College 
of Wisconsin, indicate that almost 
half the Wisconsin students who 
apply to medical school are 
admitted. 

At first glance, admission 
figures don't seem to prove that 
contention. The UW received 520 
applications this year and admit
ted 160 students, including eight 
non-residents. 

The Medical College of Wiscon
sin received 570 applications and 
admitted 200 new students. 

But admissions officers of the 
schools feel strongly that most 
state students apply to both 
schools so that the applicant pool 
is really about 600 students, of 
whom 350 or so are admitted. 

The admission statistics also 
suggest that few medical students 
come from wealthy families. 

The Medical College ran a 
survey of its student body and 
discovered the average family in
come of the families from which 
the students came was about 
$22,000 a year. 

The UW Medical School's enter
ing class came from similar 
families. In addition, of the 159 
entering students, 16 came from 
rural Wisconsin and 16 others 
came from "disadvantaged 
backgrounds." 

Women make up 24 percent 
(38 women) of the freshman class 
at the UW and 29 percent of the 
first-year class at the Medical 



College. 
Ages of the UW beginning 

students range from 17 to 32 and 
45 percent of the class received 
its undergraduate education at the 
UW-Madison 

The grade point average of the 
entering class at the UW was 
3.53, which suggests the new 
students are no dummies - but 
they did manage to get a B now 
and then along with their A's. 

Of the UW students 95 percent 
are Wisconsin residents and 25 
percent are women. Of the 
Wisconsin students 44 came from 
Dane County, 32 came from 
Milwaukee County, 6 each from 
Waukesha County, Racine County, 
and Winnebago County. Four 
came from Brown County. 

Three students each came from 
Waupaca, Washington, Manitowoc 
and Outagamie counties. 

Two students each came from 
Chippewa, Eau "Eiaire, Jefferson, 
Ozaukee, Rock and Wood 
counties. 

Adams, Barron, Calumet, Dunn, 
Forest, Grant, Green, Iowa, Iron, 
Langlade, Oneida, Sawyer, 
Sheboygan, Walworth , and 
Washburn counties didn•t have 
any new students at the UW. 

New medical students do fit 
into one stereotype: they tend to 
have science backgrounds. 

Seventy percent of the class 
majored in either biology, 
zoology, chemistry or 
biochemistry. 

By way of contrast , two of the 
students majored in English , one 
in anthropology, one in history, 
one in the humanities, two in 
philosophy, one in physics, one in 
political science, several in 
psychology and one in nursing. 

Not one of the new students 
majored in either agriculture or 
economics or speech. Q 

- Excerpted from the Wisconsin State Journal 

Calendar 
Continuing medical education 

March 
March 12 - State Medical Society In-Depth 

Conference, Clinical Science Center, 
Madison 

March 13-14- An Update on Infectious 
Diseases for the Practicing Physician, 
Clinical Science Center, Madison. Fee: $120. 
Lectures, panels and discussions designed 
for all physicians and dentists. 

March 27-29- Fourth Annual 
Ophthalmology Current Concepts Seminar, 
The Concourse, Madison. Fee: $115. 
Lectures 

April 
April 28-30 - A Seminar-Workshop on 

Arthrography and Skeletal Trauma The 
Sheraton Inn, Madison. Fee: $250 seminars 
and workshops; $200 seminars only. 21 
hours of AMA Category I credit. 

May 
May 2-3 - Vascular Surgery Symposium, 

The Wisconsin Center, Madison. Fee: $145. 
12 hours of AMA Category I credit. 

June 
June 19-20 - South Central Wisconsin 

Perinatal Center Symposium on the 
Diabetic Pregnancy and the Infant of the 
Diabetic Mother, Wisconsin Center, 
Madison. Fee: $130. 12 hours of AMA 
Category I credit. 

For further information contact: 

Sarah Z. Aslakson 
Continuing Medical Education 
4658 W ARF Building 
610 Walnut Street 
Madison, WI 53706 
(608)263-2856 
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Today I received a beautiful 
medal commemorating the 50th 
anniversary of that wonderful day, 
May 25th, 1929, when I was 
graduated from the U. of Wis
consin Medical School. 

Thank You 
Carlos Vollenweider 

Sarmiento 799 
Martinez Prov. 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 
South America 

In your last edition you published 
my father's article detailing the 
care a 14 year old must practice 
to keep her hair and skin alive. 
Only a dermatologist would 
understand, even though my 
father swears he never learned 
about such things as a medical 
student . My mother has sug
gested maybe he slept through 
those classes as he did through 
others. That remains a moot 
point. 

My problem is, it's hard enough 
living in a home where anything 
you do might end up in an article 
in the QOARTERLY. The least I 
can expect is to have my name 
spelled correctly. You can call me 
Sue and you can call me Suzanne 
and you can call me Suzie and 
you can call me Suzie Jo. But 
please don't call me Suzie Joe. 

I just don't understand how my 
mother puts up with him! 

Suzie Jo Lifson 

(To QOARTERLY Editor Lustok): 

What a delightful piece you wrote 
in the fall QUARTERLY about 
your experience in "P Chern!" I 
also went on a three day starva
tion regimen but did not have the 
rich temptation you had ... grand 
old days! 

Over the many years you have 
continually given us old grads 
many gems in the QUARTERLY. I 
have many fond memories of you, 
and vividly recall the evening beer 
celebration just prior to your 
graduation, our trip downtown, 
and seeing you off in Charter 
Street. And of your work in Pete's 
Restaurant where good food was 
at a bargain. Time flies! I hope to 
get back for the May '80 Alumni 
Day. 

Nothing too exciting about 
myself. I have been a pathologist 
at the VA Hospital here for 21 
years, am now 68, and hope to 
continue working until 70. I have 
a comfortable, quiet life and 
much to be thankful for. About 
three years ago I developed 
mycosis fungoides but fortunately 
so far it's quite indolent and does 
not interfere with activities. The 
past 18 months have daily taken 
three to four grarns of vitamin C 
and believe it has been of great 
help; my only-therapy. My skin 
rapidly improved a few weeks 
after beginning that medication. 

Time flies. Our six kids are 
quite grown up; Nancy, 21 and 
the youngest, is a freshman in 
medical school at U. of Florida; 
youngest son is 25 and in 
graduate studies at Georgia Tech, 
electrical engineering and optics. 

I am just now getting out a 
book . . . It's a novel of about 300 
pages, hardbound, and has much 
medicine and oriental philosophy
... an attempt to convey en
lightening thoughts via fiction. I 
wrote most of it 11 years ago and 
last year decided to just go ahead 
and publish it. 

Best of good wishes -
John J. Robinson, M.D., '36 

315 E. Cam p St. 
Lake City, FL 32055 

As first year medical students we 
were thrilled to have the oppor
tunity to attend the American 
Medical Women's Association 
Conference this fall. The con
ference was a combined organiza
tional and scientific meeting. This 
year's topic was the International 
Year of the Child; papers were 
presented on such varied topics 
as teenage pregnancy, pediatric 
oncology and surgery, and child 
abuse. To our joy we understood 
most everything! 

Most exciting was meeting with 
old doctors and students. We 
heard stories of pre-penicillin 
medical practice, early direct 
blood transfusion, being the only 
woman in your class and interna
tional medical care delivery. 
Students from all over the country 
shared ideas for on-campus ac
tivities. We also began a network
ing system for women's groups to 
communicate ideas and plans 
throughout the coming year. 

The conference filled us with 
energy, enthusiasm and ideas for 
I:teing more active here at Mad
ison. After four very exciting days 
we returned to become immersed 
once again in Anatomy, 
Histology, and P. Chern. Our 
heartfelt thanks to the Alumni 
Association for generously pro
viding travel funds. Your support 
serves to bring us from behind 
the books to the large world of 
the medical profession. 

Sincerely, 
Hope Rice and 

Janet Freedman 

P.S. We also had the opportunity 
to attend the Death and Dying 
workshop you sponsored in 
Madison this fall. I'm sure all 
would agree that it was a very per
sonal learning and sharing 
experience. Again, we are very ap
preciative of the supportive role 
the Alumni Association plays in 
our medical education! 

Q 
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